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Racism Workshop:
The B.A.S.I.C. Solution

On February 10,1990, Villanova
School of Law and B.L.S.A. hosted
Dr. C.T. Vivian's B.A.S.I.C. Work
shop. The B.A.S.I.C. (Black Action
Strategies and Information Cen
ter) organization creates pro
grams, projects and materials
that address the issue of racism
in our society. The day-long
workshop focused on the issue of
black/white relations and the
negative effect of racism, with a
panel comprised of VLS faculty,
staff and students.
The
workshop
was
a
participation-oriented seminar
featuring discovery-based learn
ing through interpersonal interac
tion. Approximately twenty pane
lists, all but four of which were
sponsored by varfous law school
organizations, participated. Join
ing the student participants were
three professors and one law
school staff member. The work
shop started at 9 a.m. By 9:15, the
panelists were well-involved in an
absorbing (for both audience and
panel) exploration of racial atti
tudes and interpersonal confron
tations. Through a variety of
exercises, such as responding to
or interpreting recordings, ans
wering questions and having to
defend such answers, being bom
barded with statistics exposing
the effects of racial inequality, the
panelists were forced to focus on
the issues of racism and abandon
defense mechanisms and rationalizatwnsfThe itreihod is*designed
to lead each participant to exam
ine his or her own values, with
the aim that each individual come
away with a better understanding
of his or her own strengths and
weaknesses. The workshop tech
niques are also designed to help
identify the causes of interracial
strife and highlight the urgency
of the problem of racism.
Perhaps the hallmark of this

technique is the element of con
frontation, pressuring the partic
ipants to focus, to be honest, to
recognize racism and its effects in
themselves and in our society.
The upshot of this method is the
creation of a racial "role-reversal,"
with the white members of the
panel experiencing to a small
degree the feeling of what it is like
to be a victim of pressure, degra
dation, and abuse, i.e., what it
feels like to experience racism,
and leads to the insight that
racism hurts all of us. After
forcing the participants to recog
nize the problem. Dr. Vivian
"reconciles" with each panelist
individually, and then attempts to
work toward strategies to fight
racism, increase motivation and
identify solutions to help people
take a more active role in fighting
racism. The workshop also fos
tered an awareness of not only the
issue of racism, but also of sexism
and other types of discrimination
and negative attitudes. The ses
sion ended with one of Dr. Vivian's
associates, providing racial atti
tude analyses for each member of
the panel.

Following the panel, there was
a lively question-and-answer ses
sion in which the audience was
able to ask Dr. Vivian questions
and openly voice their own con
cerns about racism and discuss
Dr. Vivian's unique methods. The
usual workshop spans two full
days; the workshop at V.L.S. was
scaled-down to fit into a single
day, wrapping up at about 7 p.m.
The impact of the workshop,
however, was not reduced.
B.A.S.I.C. has been conducting
these workshops for corporations,
schools, agencies and other organ
izations for over fifteen years,
affecting the racial attitudes of
over.6,000 participants. Dr. Vivi
an's involvement with race rela
tions goes back considerably
longer. His experiences include
participation in the Civil Rights
movement as a member of Dr.
Martin Luther King's personal
executive staff, as part of the non
violent civil rights demonstrations
at Birmingham and Selma, as
director of various social agencies
and as consultant for labor, cor
porations and students. Dr. Vivian
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Dr. Vivian in action

Dean Says Let There Be Heat
semester the consultants have period. More significantly, it will
It is with pleasure that I brought the plans to biddable be necessary to seal in the entire
announce that the heating, ven specifications. The bids for the collection of the law library. This
tilation and air conditioning sys HVAC system should be let within is required since one-half of the
reading room ceiling must be
tems of the Law School will be the next month.
The Law School building will removed, air conditioning equip
renovated during the summer of
1990. The systems have not func be a construction site from the ment removed and new equipment
tioned satisfactorily for a number middle of May until the middle of installed, and the ceiling replaced.
of years and in the past year have August. During that period of In order to preserve the collection,
been only partially functioning. time the contractor will direct the which is our most valuable phys
An extensive study of all mechan usage of the building. Specific ical asset, it will be necessary to
ical systems was undertaken last restrictions on use will not be , seal it in such a way that dust
year by STV/Sanders & Thomas, available until after the contract and other debris from the con
a national engineering, architec has been signed and we have met struction will not enter. The
practical result will be that the
tural and planning firm from with the contractor and work out
Pottstown, Pennsylvania. Their a construction schedule. However, library will be closed and the
recommendation was that most of I anticipate that there will be collection will be unavailable
the critical elements in the sys minimal use of the Law School during the course of the
tems should be replaced. This past premises during the construction construction.
In the near future, we will be
meeting with architects with the
purpose of replacing the windows
of Garey Hall. It is anticipated
that the windows,will be replaced
at the same time that the HVAC
construction is ongoing.
I know that those who work and
study in Garey Hall will agree that
redoing these critical systems is
necessary in order to maximize
the usability of the building.
Construction will cause inconven
iences to the entire law school
community. I am sure that all will
be cooperative so that the project
can be completed for the opening
of the Fall semester in" August.
Further information concerning
the use of the building during the
summer will be made available
later in the semester.
Constructive criticism: We need new A/C.

by Steven P. Frankino, Dean

Winners Mulligan and Mulhearn with judges, client.

Counseling Competition
by John Gambescia
After three rounds of competi
tion involving twenty-nine start
ing teams, the VLS Interviewing
and Client Counseling Competi
tion has once again allowed stu
dents to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. Capitalizing
on the chance to develop one of
the core skills in lawyering, some
fifty-eight students competed in
the 1990 interviewing and coun
seling competition.
"This year's entire program
was very competitive, and all^ the
teams made a fine showing in
their interviews," said Dean
Garbarino, faculty coordinator of
the competition. Dean Garbarino
explained that both alumni and
faculty members act as judges in
Ihl
inm^ound4iS' jlKlgeaT)5n&lumtl
nfl
with expert knowledge of the
underlying issues in the problem.
On February 26, with their
adrenaline running high, three
teams entered the final round of
competition. The team members
included: Team #1: Mike Galantino ('90) and Angelo Onofrio ('90);
Team #2; Michael Mulligan ('90)
and Kevin Mulhern ('90); and
Team #3: Bob Huber('90) and Jim
LaRosa ('90).
The final verdict was in favor
of Team #2, Mike Mulligan and
Kevin Mulhearn. "Kevin and I are
very fortunate to get this far in
the competition, and hope to do
as well in the outside competition
when we represent Villanova Law
School in the National Client
Interviewing and Counseling
Competition," said Michael
Mulligan.
Bob Huber, SBA president and
1990 competition finalist, strongly
recommends that 2L's who par
ticipated this year participate
next year. Huber also encourages
IL's who will be 2L's next year
to participate. "It really helps the
student get some practical expe
rience while in law school as a
student, and as a future attorney;

it exposes the student to a real
life situation," said Huber.
Finalist Angelo Onofrio also
believes the competition is most
helpful to the student wanting a
practical side of law school. Ono
frio believed that the judges
critique of the interview was an
intrical part of the competition.
"It gave us the opportunity to see
where the team was strong and
what we need to work on; the
critique is very important in the
learning process of the competi
tion," said Onofrio.
The three alumni judges for the
final round of competition were
expert in every way. The distin
guished alumni judges for the
1990 competition included; Veron
ica G. Kayne, Esq. of King &
iUn
izzro, esq. OTUbzen
O'Conner, Philadelphia, PA; and
Barry H. Feinberg, President, Silo
Inc. The judges all agreed that the
competition was also "helpful to
them" because it gave them a
chance to review the basics -of
client interviewing.
The format of the competition
was a thirty minute interview of
the client, followed by a ten
minute discussion of the client's
problem -between the attorneys.
After a brief evaluation among
themselves, the judges then dis
cussed and critiqued the students'
performances directly with them.
The alumni judges offered very
helpful advice in approaching and
conducting an interview, and each
appeared to have some basic rules
to follow.
Ms. Kayne stressed the need to
explain the attorney/client rela
tionship to enable full disclosure
of the client's problem. She also
believes recapping the facts will
allow the client to correct any
thing which may have been mis
understood, allow the client to fillin the gaps, and show the client
you know the basic story. Ms.
Kayne also stressed the need to
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EDITORIAL:
Editorial

by Lisa Kmiec
I know I'm often regarded as
some kind of pessimistic malcont
ent. Truthfully, I know that I have
a tendency to look for the dark
cloud rather than the silver lining,
so some of that criticism is
deserved. But even I am capable
of witnessing with hope and
wonder the changes that have
occurred in the world in the past
few months. In accordance with
my oft-repeated commentary that
we students need to look beyond
the confining walls of our protect
ed law school sanctuary, I'd like
to examine a few of these world
events.
In South Africa, Nelson Mande
la is free. I never thought I would
be able to speak, or write, those
words. I can remember when I
was young, first learning the word
apartheid. I pretty much under
stood it as being the same as our
own system of slavery being
played out in the present. I was
shocked. How could this happen?
And when I was told that there
was a man in jail for longer than
I had even been alive, for fighting
for the rights and freedoms that
I callously took for granted, I
remember a feeling of disbelief.
How could they get away with it?
Now I can write it: Mandela is
free. As I watched television that
morning, I saw the tall, stately
man about whom I had read-so
much. Yes, he was older. And
perhaps he showed a bit of the
illness he suffered in that jail. But
there was, without a doubt, an
aura of command, of unmistakable
leadership, in his gait, his posture,
and his expression.
. And while I rejoiced with the
rest of the free-thinking world at
Mandela's release, there was an
even more important event in
South Africa: the legalization of
the African National Congress.
The morning that Mandela was
released, young people were paint
ing the Mandela home in Soweto
with the green, yellow and black
of the ANC flag. Before DeKlerk's
announcement of legalization,
that flag was also illegal. Now it
can be waved, painted, and worn.
More importantly, people are
allowed to participate in the
organization that seeks to empow
er the majority. It's long overdue.
I heard a comedian once say that
not only is the South African
government sickeningly racist,
but unbelievably stupid to boot;
simple math tells you that an
oppressive 5 million plus an
oppressed 28 million equals
revolution.
There are those McCarthyism
throwbacks who warn that the
ANC is a communist organization,
and should not, therefore, be

•

encouraged. That's racism. In a
free state, there's room for every
political and ideological point of
view. Red Paranoia is not a jus
tification for oppression and denial
of basic human rights.
While there's no denying that
these are incredibly hopeful
advances in the state of affairs in
South Africa, there is a very long
and difficult struggle ahead. Allow
ing some freedoms is just a tease.
Now that the majority has had a
taste of liberty, they will undoubt, edly hunger for more. And simple
math tells us that they will feast
on freedom, one way or another.
In Berlin, the Wall no longer
stands to divide a people. I
remember that I was studying
that night, and needing a break,
I flipped on the television. Since
I hadn't yet heard the news, I
couldn't quite understand what
was going on. I recognized the

Berlin Wall, but what 1 absolutely
could not fathom was the fact that"
there were thousands of people,
standing on top of it. Dancing,
singing, crying, laughing people
standing on the Berlin Wall.
"Maybe I'm studying too hard,"
I thought, "I could swear I saw
people standing on the Berlin
Wall!" Soon Peter Jennings was
there to reassure me that I was
not experiencing an hallucinogen
ic reaction to stress. The Wall was
indeed open.
I recall being taught about the
Wall in elementary school. Of
course, we were taught in the
most vague of terms about the
atrocities committed by Germany
during the war and that Germany
had to be punished. My child's
mind intellectualized this as pun
ishment similar to the way one
might have a naughty child stand
in the corner. And my child's
mind, with its foreshortened
sense of time, figured that this all
happened many, many years ago.
My child's mind made the Berlin
Wall and the Wall of China con
temporaries. I found out later that
my teachers were talking about
recent history, recent enough that
as I watched television after the
Wall opened, I could witness the
reunion of friends and family

separated by the Wall some years
ago.
I must admit that I am not
learned enough in European his
tory, culture, or economics to form
an opinion on whether reunifica
tion would be best for those
countries or for the European and
world communities. But I do
believe, as a basic premise, that
people have the right to determine
their own destiny.
In Eastern Europe, dramatic
change heralds the potential for
a new stage in East-West rela
tions. Poland serves as testimony
to the strength of the will of the
people. Rumania also begins a new
era. I do, however, have one fear
about the new Rumania regime.
Although I have little sympathy
for a man as cruel as Ceauscescu,
I have some insecurities about a
provisional government that tries,
convicts and executescriminals in
as perfunctory a fashion as was
the case. Hopefully, the new
Rumania can put the kind of
savage justice in the past and
move forward.
Now we come to the Soviet
Union. The dramatic changes
there are said to be part of the
reason for the amazing events
elsewhere. In the Soviet Union,
new economic policies, along with
glasnost, are producing radical
changes both internally and
, internationally.
In reaction to these changes,
analysts have posited various
theories. Some say that the war
in Afghanistan so bankrupted
Soviet coffers that there was no
alternative. Others insist that the
Soviet example proves the com
munism can't work. I don't know
what the answer is. I do know that
we'll never be able to attribute
this much change to just one
cause.
A few weeks ago, I was again
watching the news, and my friend
Peter Jennings introduced me to
yet another almost unbelievable
development. While this one per
haps wasn't as earth-shattering
as the Wall coming down, I think
it might highlight the bottom line
of all this change. That day, I
witnessed the grand opening of
the Moscow McDonald's.
The lines curved out the door
and down the street. I watched a
fur-hatted teenager plunging into
his first-ever Big Mac. When
asked what he thought of it, he
smiled, a dab of Secret Sauce on
his chin, and said in English,
"very good."
Granted "Muscovites Munch
McNuggets" doesn't exactly
sound like a New York Times
front page headline. But maybe
that is what a lot of this change
(Continued on page 3)
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In the Docket's New Year 1988 issue, the editors
composed a "wish hst" of goals for VLS. Last year,
a follow-up editorial appropriately entitled "A
Progress Report" tracked the events that approached
those goals and suggested additional growth toward
a realistic ideal. In 1988, the year between those two
editorials, we were pleased to note some progress.
We'd again like to take this opportunity to reflect
on past performance and create future strategy. It's
again time to check what we've done, and what yet
needs to be done.
*The Goal: Hire more women and minority faculty
members.
In last year's Progress Report, we were pleased
to note two additions to the faculty, Professors
Lanctot and James, whose appointment helped to
further this goal. More importantly; the qualifications
and competence demonstrated by these faculty
members have proven to be valuable assets to our
law school community. Last year, we warned that
the search for qualified women and minority
professors could not stop. For this reason, we hail
the appointment of Professor Ruth E. Gordon and
Professor Gilbert Paul Carrasco. While the Editors
will unfortunately not experience our newest faculty
members in action, their impressive credentials are
sure to add to the prestige, as well as the diversity,
of our faculty. We welcome their new insight, and
laud the Faculty Committee for its efforts.
We also welcome the appointment of Dr. Bersoff
as director of the combined JD/PhD program. While
Dr. Bersoff does not represent the traditionally
underrepresented, his qualifications so exceed those
of the other candidates that his appointment will
undoubtedly raise both the profile of VLS and the
education offered here. We welcome our new
Admissions Director and Registrar as-examples of
the kind of quality hiring our school can only benefit
from. All these recent appointments should, in turn,
increase our visibility so that the applicant pool
available to us is larger and includes correspondingly
larger numbers of women and minorities. We know
that the process of attracting quality professionalsi
can be time consuming. Yet, even as we advance
toward fulfilling this goal, the effort must remain
a priority. A truly great law school won't be satisfied
with a minimum representation of women and
minorities. A truly great law school continues, each
year, to strive for the ideal.
The Goal: Admit a broader mix of students.
Admittedly it is rather difficult to judge the
progress toward this goal. But it seems as if we're
having difficulty achieving even a fraction of the
diversity we'd like to see. New activities such as the
Public Interest Law Society will undoubtedly serve
to attract a more diverse student body. We're also
happy to see an increased sensitivity to issues of
sexism, as evidenced by developing interest in gender
discrimination, and racism, as demonstrated by the
racism seminar held here last month.' We need to'
do more. As noted in the Progress editorial last year,,
other law schools have developed innovative programs
in order to diversify their student populations. Yes,
the study and initiation of these kinds of programs
might demand some money. But it's time we decide
whether we're going to put VLS money where its
mouth is. Students already pay so much — perhaps
we'd be glad to see some of it at work, diversifying
our community. Perhaps the administration needs
some assistance in the task of devising workable
ideas. If students and student organizations in the
school are genuinely committed to this goal, we need
to offer suggestions aimed at attaining ethnic, socio
economic and geographic diversity. We must
cooperate with the administration to work toward
achieving this goal. Our participation is a respon
sibility we must shoulder in order to reap the benefits
of student diversity.
The Goal: Enhance VLS visibility.
In 1988, we suggested that the emergence of an
alternative law journal could increase Villanova
Law's profile. Last year, we noted with delight that
the Environmental Law Journal has in fact brought
not only recognition but new interest to the school.
We also witnessed symposiums on such cutting-edge
legal issues as drugs and AIDS that also placed us
on the forefront of legal leaders. This year, we'd like
to see additional emphasis on the clinical programs
offered by the school: Villanova Community Legal
Service, and the Juvenile Justice Clinic. Practical
(Continued on page 3)
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Undue Process: Highlights for Law Students
by B.S. Finkel
One of the things that stands
out in my mind from childhood
(actually, it's my mind now,
although it has often been com
pared to a mind from childhood)
was a feature in a magazine called
Highlights for Children. I believe
pediatricians were required by
federal law to keep copies in their
waiting room. While not exactly
what I considered a highlight of
my own childhood, I imagine some
children, perhaps not favored
with the stimulating cultural
experiences of my own youth, like
fine literature ("Dick, see Jane.
See Jane run. Run, Jane, run."
What a t8ase that Jane was!) and
quality drama (they came so
close to getting off that island,
except that darn Gilligan kept
screwing it up — the Professor
could build a functional nuclear
reactor from sea water, coconut
husks, one of Mrs. Howell's
brooches and a palm frond; surely
he could've come up with a
humane way to kill Gilligan),
would consider the magazine a
highlight for them. I felt sorry for
these kids, and read the moribund
mag as a show of solidarity. Even
so, the magazine did leave mewith
one enduring memory: Goofus and
Gallant. Geez, I hope I'm not the
only one in the world who
remembers this.
Goofus and Gallant was a reg
ular feature, where two young
boys, one named "Gallant" and
the other named "Goofus" (his
parents must not have thought
the name thing entirely through,
is the only explanation I can think
of) responded to different situa
tions according to their character
or lack thereof. Gallant, as one
might deduce, always did the
proper and polite thing. He was.
well-groomed, congenial, energet- .
ic, deferential and socially aware.
In the opposite panel, Goofug was
slovenly, mean-spirited, indolent,
insolent and totally selfish. A
typical topic would be sharing
toys. In the drawing on the left
side of the page. Gallant would be
depicted as genially and generous
ly assisting a cherub-faced infant,
patiently teaching her how to play
with his toys. The caption would
read something like "Gallant
enjoys sharing his toys." An adult
seeing this would substitute the
caption "Gallant is a total wimp
and a brown-nose." Goofus, mean
while, is recoiling from the infant
with his toy greedily clutched in
one hand, while shoving the
cherub-face with the heel of his
other hand. The caption reads
"Goofus doesn't know how to
share." Personally, I would sub
stitute "It's a good thing Goofus
cannot get a firearm in this state."
The point here is that Gallant
always did the right thing and
Goof us always did the wrong, but
I couldn't help feeling that Goofus

was having a hell of a lot more
fun — despite being saddled with
a name which would haunt him
his entire life, particularly during
his adolescent years. But then
again. Gallant is no prime-time
monikfer either.
The point of all this, years later,
is as an illustration of where
behavior and attitude can lead one
in life. Today, I have it on gpod
authority that Gallant is a men's
room attendant at an exclusive
hotel. No surprise there, what
with his snivelling attitude. Hey,
Gallant, here's a quarter for
sharing that towel with me.
Meanwhile, Goofus turned out
quite differently. Today, Goofus
is a highly successful attorney. I
also believe the cherub-faced
infant is today his long-suffering
wife. Needless to say, he cheats
on her.
The proper way for children to
behave is pretty straight-forward:
be seen and not heard, don't tease

youEi tiittieNNMrtwiiifae
ents to buy Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles merchandise, share it
(Gallant), refuse to share it (Goo
fus). Behavior in law school is
more of an enigma. Check the
student handbook. In law school,
we are considered Responsible
Adults. That means we must
behave like Responsible Adults. In
practical terms, this means we
may no longer:
• Do anything any of the Three
Stooges woujd ever do, except
maybe Larry, since he was always
the mature one.
• Own any Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtle paraphernalia,
unless we are involved in the
merchandising end.
• Pick our noses, unless we are
talking to the plastic surgeon,
telling him which model we want.
• Make fun of people for their
physical attributes. Now we must
be content with deriding them for
their mental and personal
qualities.
• Destroy the ozone layer.
• Sit at our own separate table
at family events, even though we

(Continued from page 2)

programs not only expand our education and make
us more competitive; they also provide much-needed
representation for those in the community who might
otherwise have no one on their side. Additional
community outreach programs, such as the food and
clothing drive sponsored by Phi Delta Phi last year,
increase our visibility in the community, help dispel
that too-common negative image of our profession,
and enable us to give something back to the
community that has helped us to become what we
are.
And so another year has passed. There has,
indeed, been progress toward the goals we feel are
important. Villanova has long had visions of
becoming a true force in the field of legal education.
It can happen. It takes some work, and perhaps some
money, but it is possible. We need to continue to
define our goals, compose our strategy, and begin
work. Let's not be satisfied with anything less than
our .own ideal vision of ourselves.

really would rather not be at the shatteringly wrong. There's a
same table to watch Aunt Rumel- picture of this answer in the
la's upper plate fall into the sweet dictionary under "wrong." _So
potatoes as it does every year.
wrong that if the professor hears
• Shove cherub-faced infants it, she'll go to the admissions
with the heel of our hands.
director to double-check the stu
Unfortunately, this list is not dent's LSAT score. So wrong that
all-inclusive. There are myriad if his classmates hear it, they will
other situations that present all pat him on the back for doing
themselves at law school which such a great job skewing his end
may not be covered by the above of the grading curve. The profes
rules. Four, by my count. As luck sor asks him to repeat his answer,
would have it, I have just enough loudly so everyone can hear.
necessary column space to set out
Gallant tries to whisper the
these situations in detail, so you correct answer to the student,
won't commit any behavior trans only he does it too loud — whis
gressions which could result in pering it into the microphone —
your public humiliation and expul and the professor overhears and
sion from law school and the admonishes Gallant, saying if she
ruination of your career and wanted his answer, she wouldn't
desecration of your entire future, have even asked a question, since
or, even worse, your getting on my Gallant is known to offer his
nerves. To help illustrate these insights on the law constantly
situations, I'm calling on my old throughout class, whether called
friends, Goofus and Gallant. (That on or not. Thus, the other student
was merely figurative language; is saved from public humiliation,
Goofus would charge me outrage- and Gallant is sent off to do a

iiiiimjjfpiilii
all Gallant's drawings would
feature those mop-headed children
with incrediably large eyes that
make them look like insects.) You
are entirely likely to find yourself
in any of the following situations,
and you may take your cue Qn how
to behave from Goofus and Gal
lant. Mind you, I'm not making
any value judgments as to the
relative merits of Goofusesque
and Gallantudinous behavior, just
providing the illustrations for you
to consider as you model your own
behavior. But just so you know,
if you do choose to follow Goofus'
example, Goofus may attempt to
claim a royalty for your behavior.
So here goes, the Undue Process
version of Highlights for Law
Students.
Situation: A student in the
back row volunteers an answer
for a question. The student can
hardly be heard, and his answer
is wrong. Clearly wrong. Embar
rassingly wrong. Humiliatingly,

y-mm
professor, to read and digest every
case that comes up on Westlaw
when he runs the search term
"Court & Judge."
Goofus has skipped class, pref
erring to sleep late. The student,
is humiliated and subsequently
expelled from school. Goofus
steals his law books out of his car
and sells them for beer money.
Situation: At a T.G., the D.J.
has been called away from his
equipment set-up. A keg tap is
accidentally left open, pouring
sixteen gallons of beer across the
cafeteria floor, inundating the
area surrounding the power strips
which are ready to pump thou
sands of volts of electricity into
the D.J.'s various turntables, disc
players, amplifiers and light
banks. The DJ. returns, unaware
of the danger that the beer may
cause all his expensive equipment
to short-circuit, and prepares to
throw the switch to turn on full
power.

Left of Center

(Continued from page 2)
is about. I watched people waiting
in half-mile-long lines to spend
more for a burger and fries than
they might spend for a meal in
a state-sponsored restaurant.
That's called freedom of choice.
They should have the same right
to stuff themselves with high fat,
high sodium, low nutritional
value foods as we have.
That's not to say, however, that
that's the only hot food they
should be able to afford. It
shouldn't be the only food some
of our citizens can afford, either.
And let's not forget those people
who don't eat at all. So there is
always need for improvement,
regardless of how drastic recent
(or even remote) changes have
been.
The past few months have
presented us with history-making,
hopeful events. But realistically,
there is so much more to be done.

We can't sweep Northern Ireland
under the rug. The slaughter in
Tienanmen Square can't be re
written and,forgotten as long as
we refuse to forget it. The con
tinuing violence on the Gaza Strip
and West Bank is no less painful
to its victims by simply being cast
in the light of progress toward
peace in other countries.
The human spirit derhands
continual progress. There will
never be a point in time that we
can loll in the world perfect.
Progress, or growth, knows no
boundaries. In South Africa, there
will be justice someday, one way
or another. In Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union, there will be
hope and human rights. And here,
there will be equality regardless
of color, sex, status, money or any
other divisive label. Wecan choose
to work toward this progress, or
get steamrolled by it as it moves
through, as it undoubtedly must.

Goofus makes sure he isn't
touching any metal, and holds out
a hot dog on a stick right in front
of the D.J. Goofus didn't like that
disco crap the DJ. was playing
anyway. The D.J. throws the
switch and causes a massive
electrical outage which dims the
streetlights as far away as Hokessin, Delaware. In the confusion of
trying to administer CPR to the
DJ, Goofus steals the tap.
Gallant has passed up the T.G.,
preferring instead to take advan
tage of the open terminals in the
computer room to simultaneously
print out his up-to-the-moment
outlines on five separate printers
at the same time. Unfortunately,
something in the building causes
a power surge, which affects all
the disk drives, scratching the
files off of each of his disks.
Gallant's outlines are ruined, and
as he leaves the library, Gallant
is accused of stealing a tap. It
takes several hours at the Radnor
police station before Gallant is
free to go, but it is made clear to
Gallant that he should not leave
town.
Situation: During a final exam,
a student has brought in food with
him, to help sustain him through
a six hour test. Unfortunately, the
food he's chosen is being prepared
for him right at his desk on a
sizzling grill by a Benihana chef,
and is distracting the students
sitting nearby.
Gallant politely asks the chef
to cook elsewhere, and thought
fully helps him pack up his grill,
which was red-hot at the time.
Gallant winds up with singed
fingers, and is unable to write his
exam due to the heat blisters
quickly forming on both his hands.
The police burst in, pick up
it was in fact he who stole the tap,
and detain him for a few hours
before releasing him. Upon his
release, Gallant dutifully finishes
his exam, but inadvertently con
fuses his random number with his
prison number, and ends up with
a failing grade.
Goofus grabs one of the chef's
Ginsu knives and threatens the
other students. He throws bok
choy in the faces of students who
have filled out more than one blue
book, and pelts students sitting in
the back with raw shrimp. He
grills several blue books that
students had already turned in,
saying he wanted to make surethose tests were well done. This
is the most fun Honor Board rep
Goofus has ever had proctoring an
exam.
Situation: Late night, the even
ing before another Docket dead
line. No Undue Process column is
written, and there is going to be
a big gap on page three if inspi
ration doesn't come about tout
suite (or inspiration about any
thing else, for that matter). The
author has already made fun of
most law school subjects and
institutions. After two and a half
years, it's not so damn funny, is
it? There are serious problems in
the world, and serious problems
with the legal profession and
serious problems with the la\y
school. Sometimes humor doesn't
say what needs to be said, and a
few snickers don't make the world
a better place. Sometimes you
have to take a mature, serious
stand.
Gallant writes a mature,
serious, stand-taking article. He
earns the respect of his peers, the
admiration of the administration,
and the love of many beautiful
women, whom he treats with
gentlemanly respect. Then he
wakes up.
Goofus turns in tliis column.
A few snickers do make ihe world
a better place, not to mention a
couple Three Musketeers and a
Milky Way bar.
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iOPINION

Mulling Matters
by Kevin T. Mulhearn

It has become painfully appar
ent to me that many people think
more lawyers are deceitful, self
ish, untrustworthy, and a large
source of many of our commun
ity's problems. Like city cops,
lawyers have taken a plunge in
societal respect. Indeed, when I
tell people that I am about to
become an attorney, their imme
diate reaction is often a quick but
noticeable wince followed by an
inappropriate comment like
"you're too nice to be a lawyer,"
or "well, at least try to be a good
one." Lawyers unfairly have to
overcome negative presumptions
about their character, integrity
and motives. I think that it is
extremely unfortunate that attor
neys are not given more credit for

based on their chosen profession
should not be tolerated. Marvin
Fitzwater and his kin should
know better than to condemn an
entire profession for the unethical
conduct of some of its members.
Certainly, he would rightly be
excoriated if he said for instance
that "blacks deserve to be
knocked." Yet, the community
shrugs off his remarks about
lawyers. Why? In large part
because the misconception aboiit
lawyers being sleazy has become
deeply ingrained in our society
and has emerged as a truism.
Indeed, a good friend of mine,
college educated and in pursuit of
a graduate degree, enlightened me
as to the scope pf the problem. My
friend thinks that lawyers "stir
things up that aren't there." In

On Lawyer Bashing. . .
working to improve our society.

particular, he bemoans the glut of
personal
injury attorneys who
Two examples spring to mind
advertise on television. What he
that demonstrate the divergent
fails to see, however, is that the
scope of the problem. First, last
protection of human freedom and
week. White House Spokesman
dignity
are cornerstones of Amer
Marvin Fitzwater engaged in
ican democracy. Lawyers, includ
some unrepentant lawyer bash
ing personal injury attorneys, are
ing. When asked if he was knock
ing lawyers in general, he replied, protect'ors of our democratic pro
"Sure I'm knocking lawyers. cess. Lawyers are the ones who
spring into action when citizens
They deserve to be knocked."
are
deprived of their rights and
Second, "Sylvia," a Philadelphia
freedoms.
Daily News comic strip, recently
Yet, am I blind as to why the
featured a strip which asserted
misconception
exists? No. Some
that lawyers in heaven is an
lawyers — far too many — take
oxymoron. Both Fitzwater and
unfair advantage of their profes
"Sylvia" cartoonist Nicole Hol
sional positions and conduct them
lander make the common miscon
selves rudely, selfishly, and uneth
ception of lumping all lawyers
ically. Their foremost concern is"
together and classifying them as
lining their pockets with their
an unsavory lot. this practice, clients' money. Although I may be
as well as being unfair, has- naive, I ttiiiik that this type of
serious potential professional
lawyer is the exception rather
ramifications.
than the rule. He or she, however,
Broad categorizations of people
because of negative entertainment
based on race, religion, and gender and media stereotyping, is per
are rightly condemned by progres ceived by the general public as the
sive thinkers. By the same token,
rule. Such a negative public
a broad categorization of people
perception completely overlooks

To The Editor:

that lawyers are at the forefront
of most of the important social
causes in our nation. The majority
of a public service oriented pro
fession should not be denigrated
because of the unethical conduct
of the minority.
• Another reason why lawyers
are viewed so negatively is
because they are the actors in a
legal system beset with structural
and practical flaws. The uniquely
American adversarial le^al system
mandates that all attorneys do
their best to protect their clients'
interests. The result is that the
truth may be subverted. Moreov
er, the maxim "all men are created
equal" does not apply to lawyers.
Some are simply better than
others. The legal system, there
fore, unduly advantages rich
people because only they can
afford top notch lawyers. Addi
tionally, civil litigation has
become a tiresome, incredibly
expensive procedure in large part
because of unbridled discovery
rules. Lawyers, nonetheless, are
forced to play within the existing
framework, and should not be
categorically criticized for doing
so.
I do not dispute that some
lawyers are unethical. What ran
kles me, however, is the audacity
in which many people casually ,
denounce my chosen profession.
Lawyer bashers don't seem to
recognize that one's work is an
extension of one's self. A deroga
tory comment made about lawyers
is akin to a personal insult. Until
now, my response has often been
polfte indifference. I learned at the
seminar on Racism in Society,
however, that to not do something
about a problem is to tacitly
condone it and accept it. No more.
The next time someone tries to
knock lawyers to my face, they
will be besieged by an aggressive,
intellectual, critical response
which will make them wish they
had chosen someone else to broach
the subject. Then, they are wel
come to badmouth me behind my
.back.
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Letter to the Editor

On Saturday, February 10, with
the help of Dean Frankino and the
support of various student organ
izations, Villanova Law School
sponsored a day-long Racism
Seminar. It was the first time in
my three years at VLS that a truly
compelling and controversial topic
had been addressed. The Seminar
made me question the very
essence of both my own beliefs
and prejudices and the beliefs and
prejudices which pervade the
entire legal system; Because all of
us, both students and faculty,
have a part to play in the legal
system, I believe that there is
much to be gained by participating
in such programs. This is why I
get really annoyed when attend
ance at these non-classtime pro
grams is low.
Student attendance at the
Racism Seminar was admittedly
low. The main reason for this, I
believe, was because there was
ineffective publicity for the event.
I say this because at other more
publicized functions, namely the
Law Review Symposium, stu
dent attendance was extremely
high.
What I found shocking though
was the lack of faculty attendance
at the Racism Seminar. Unlike the
students, however the faculty had
knowledge of the event's
existence.
Regardless of the faculty's
attendance at the event itself, not
one of my ofessors mentioned
in class l-'sat the program was
being heid. I have heard it said
that the faculty does not feel that
it is its duty to make such

announcements during class, and
that if an announcement has to
be made, it should be the students'
place to initiate it. I do not agree
with this proposition. There is a
definite hierarchy in the educa
tional relationship: the professor
is to teach and the student is to
learn. Taking this as a truism,
especially in a law school envir
onment, I would propose that
because the professor sets the
educational agenda, it is the
professor's role to make these
kinds of announcements.
Now that I have explained who
I think should do the announcing!
I would like to get back to the issue
of faculty attendance at the
events. There appears to be two
groups of faculty with respect to
attendance: 1) those who attend
almost every event (let's call them
the "Renaissance 10" — every
student can name at least 7 of
these professors), and; 2) those
who only attend an event if it is
a TG or if the Dean pays for his
or her ticket.
The Renaissance 10 is wellliked by most students because
the students see these professors
as true educators. These profes
sors realize that a legal education
goes beyond what is taught in the
classroom. They encourage' their
students to learn about life.
As for the other group, I am not
sure why they do not attend
events, but maybe it has to do
with thinking of their role as other
than that of educator. I witnessed
this kind of thinking earlier in the
year at the Board of Consulter's
Meeting. (The Meeting is held
once every two years. Each stu
dent organization is represented.

The purpose of the Meeting is to
let the Board know what the
students feel needs to be done to
improve
the
law
school
environment.)
Ralph Mauro, Editor-in-Chief of
the Law Review, made known
to the Board that he was dissatisifed by the lack of faculty
attendance at the Law Review
Symposium. The Board said that
it would make the faculty aware
of the students' concerns in this
area. It is questionable as to
whether the Board took any action
on this matter, because, as the
lack of faculty attendance at the
Racism Seminar drove home, the
problem has not been remedied.
The Board obviously did not
evaluate the students' request for
more faculty participation proper
ly. The Board seemed to have
evaluated the problem in its role
as administrative guide to the
faculty instead of in its role as
educational guide to the faculty.
It is precisely this non-educative
mode of thinking in which I think
some of the faculty indulge when
they make decisions not to par
ticipate
in
non-classtime
programs.
Perhaps this letter has come off
as a bit scathing, but, whatever
it may be, it honestly reflects the
view held by many of the students
who are active in the various
organizations at VLS. It is time
for the members of the faculty to
evaluate their choices with respect
to attendance at non-classtime
events in their roles as educators,
because we, the students, are here
to learn, and learn well.

Karen Palestini
Class of 1990
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Stream of Unconsciousness:
''Maria was Just a Friend"
by Suzanne Bender
for each other is lopsided. Never
"Imagine it: two beautiful blonde theless, he says he'll "always
babes fighting over you right out treat Ivana great." (New York,
there in the middle of Aspen's sun- March 5, 1990, p. 32). He reasons
blasted slopes while all those CEOs people just grow apart; that's all.
and glamour pusses glide by on
Allegedly, the Trumps' antetheir skis." (New York, March 5, and postnuptial agreements stip
1990, p. 34)
ulate that, in the event of divorce,
Well, perhaps it didn't happen Ivana gets $25 million and their
quite that way. "The stories about — no, his — Palm Beach estate,
what happened [at AspenJ are Mar-A-Lago — or is it another
false. Now it's been blown up into estate in Connecticut that she
this huge incredible moyie scene." gets? Basically she will get a lot
And anyway, Maria was "just a of money (a hell of a lot of $$$
friend." (Donald Trump, as quoted to most people) and a big house.
in New York, March 5, 1990, p. So what's all the fuss for?
34>.
The combined value of the
Although they share excessive money and the house allegedly
adoration for pomp and flash, the amount to something like onemarriage of Donald and Ivana tenth of one percent of The
Trump just isn't working out too Donald's total assets. That means
well, and their prenuptial con his assets amount to something
tract, along with its three post like one-thousand times, say, $35
nuptial amendments, have million, which is a l^ig number
become infamous. With about one- with many zeros.
half of all marriages ending in
So we could say that Ivana, for
divorce, such contracts have her part, was faithful and dutiful,
become commonplace.
a supportive wife and a great
They're nothing new. New mother. The Donald is a cheat, a
York (where the Trumps often cad. And continuing: Driven by
reside and do business) case law her consuming desire to please
on the matter dates from the mid- The Donald, Ivana had extensive
nineteenth century, when there plastic surgery and a face lift (at

He says she loves him,
was a presumption against prenups, and the husband had the
burden of strictly proving perfect
good faith. Pierce v. Pierce 71
N.Y. 154 (1877). More recently, in
the absence of fraud, concealment,
or other evidence casting suspi
cion, the presumption of invalidity
has been largely dissolved and, at
least in New York, it is the wife's
burden to prove invalidity. See
e.g.. Re Lingg's Will 29 Misc.2d
524, 217 N.Y.S. 2d 716 (1961).
What of Ivana and "The
Donald"? He says she loves him,
and he likes her a lot. Clearly, in
his mind anyway, their affection
by Professor Craig W. Palm
This month's topic is the mean
ing of life. Perhaps, more accu
rately, one of the meanings of life.
The impetus for this article was
a number of recent events. First,
Hank Gathers' untimely death.
Second, Andy Rooney's suspen
sion (and subsequent reinstate
ment) for allegedly making racist
and homophobic remarks. Third,
a person down on law school
because he thought everything
here was arbitrary.
Hank Gathers was a big (67"
210 lbs) true athlete. He was
muscular. He was strong. He was
quick. He was one of the nation's
leading scorers in college basket
ball. His coach had called him a
"walking thunderbolt." Two
hours before he died, he had told
a teammate he had never felt
stronger. The death of Gathers,
who grew up in Philadelphia, has
spawned a number of duly
deserved tributes. In Tuesday's
Inquirer Bill Lyon, in a commen
tary, wrote: "[The death of a
young athlete in their prime]
always leaves us empty and help
less. It is always a grim reminder
of our own vulnerability, the
jolting realization that we are
promised nothing, guaranteed
even less."
Without delving into a debate
about whether or not Rooney
made homophobic or racist
remarks, the fact is that he was
suspended and returned to the air
saying, "It's demeaning to have
to sit here and defend myself."

March 5, 1990. 33). She likes to
work.
The Donald: Appeared on the
cover of the March issue, of Play
boy posing next to a Playmate who
is wearing only what appears to
be his borrowed dinner jacket.
(Ivana banned this issue from the
Plaza's newstands). One of his
friends claims he said, "Women.
There's nothing they can do about
it. The clock ticks and there's
nothing they can do about it."

A week or so ago a student
whom I like and respect came into
my office to talk about an exam.
We talked fOr a little bit and it
was very clear that he was down
on law school. He told me that
everything seemed to him to be
arbitrary — the grading system,
the moot court competition
results, the selection process for
law review, etc. I told him that
things may not be done perfectly.
I said perhaps there might be a
better way to grade people, to
make choices for law review, to
judge moot court competitions,
but just because there is a better
way, doesn't make the way we do
it arbitrary. To the extent that
arbitrary means unfairness, whim
or caprice, I firmly believe that
those systems are not arbitrary.
All of those systems occasionally
produce results that I personally
do not agree with, but many of
those determinations have to be
made in a subjective realm where
reasonable people can differ. To

one-tenth of her husbands assets;
else, the one-tenth seems terribly
insulting.
We tend to think that the
relationship of two people about
to marry differs substantially
from parties to negotations in a
typical consumer transaction.
Prenups would seem, then, to
destroy this distinction. Postnups
tarnish confidentiality, one
spouse's confidence in the other.
But these agreements are, quite

Ivana went to Louis Licari's hair salon every five days to have
her roots done.

(New York, March 5, 1990, p. 34).
Many imply he is remarkably
egomaniacal, perhaps megamaniacal in some respects. Another
friend insists that he is "so
exclusively involved with himself,
with his need to announce and
reannounce himself that there's
no room for another person." (New
York, March 5, 1990, p. 34). And
then there's Maria Maples. He has
had extramarital relationships —
at least, that is, when asked, he
won't deny that he hasn't been
and he likes her a lot^ totally monogamous during his
marriage.
If the Trumps do divorce — and
maybe they won't: Donald appears
least), which significantly altered to be loving the publicity, loving
her appearance. According to an the thought that the state of his
acquaintance, she went to Louis marriage took headlines during
Licari's hair salon every five days one week in which Nelson Man
to have her roots done: The dela was released, the two GerDonald had a thing for platinum manys moved toward reunifica
blondes. Another acquaintance tion, Drexel Burnham Lambert
anoaunced . .bankruptcy,, and,^
concluded that-He-wanted
look flashy, to 6e an eye turner. George Bush went to Colombia
He had a lot to do with the way and survived — but if they do, and
she looked." (New York, March 5, The Donald refuses to show
1990, p. 36). She worked too, first, financial generosity beyond the
in his Atlantic City casinos, then pre- and postnups, could Ivana
at the Plaza, which, incidentally, haul him into court? Yes, but it
he purchased for $407 million in won't happen. The Donald isn't
1988, and then spent another $50 foolish enough to go into court
million to refurbish. (Newsweek, because he'd have to tally his
Depending on your point of view,he either did exactly that during
his return to the show on March
4, or didn't do that. Analysts and
people who saw the show inter
estingly disagree. I saw the show
and I thought that he felt that he
had been wronged by the actions
and reactions of others. There
seemed to be sincerity and true
hurt in what he said. It was
impossible to tell if it was hurt
because of untruths, or hurt
because of the truth of making a
mistake.

assets and reveal them to the
world. Also, he has said he'll
always "treat [herjgreat." He's no
bastard.
Besides, one of the Trumps'
friends (notice how so many of
their so-called "friends" gossip
freely about them with the media),
who appeared recently on the
Geraldo Show replied, in response
to Raoul Felder's legal comment
on showing unconscionability to
invalidate prenups, that Ivana

took six months to sign the most
recent postnup amendment. She
and, her attorneys drew up a list
of twenty clauses she wished to
include in it, and The .Donald
agreed to all of them. Naturally,
this is all hearsay, but even if
there is merit to it,one could argue
that, in her desire to please, or
simply, appease him, she consent:
ed to signing these agreements.
Maybe she was afraid she'd lose
him — or never get him in the
first place — otherwise. The
agreement must pass the "smell
test ... [A]ny duress of the 'sign
this or I'll leave' variety invali
dates the agreement." (U.S, News
& World Report, March 5, 1990,
p. 68).
Perhaps Ivana feared he
wouldn't marry her unless she
consented to the prenup. And
after the prenup and the subse
quent marriage, she may have
feared he would leave 1^ if she
didn't cons^t to the t^^*
nups. That's just a hunch, but one
strains to imagine any other
reason why Donald Trump's wife,
accustomed to living and loving'
such an absurdly lavish lifestyle,
would sign an executory contract
which, if it were to take effect,
would award her something like

simply, contracts and, as such,
require consideration. Marriage is
that consideration, although,
arguably, there could be other
types of valuable consideration,
such as mutual promises. The
essential thing, really, is the
intention of both parties.
Incidentally, prenups which
facilitate or promote divorce or
separation after marriage are
considered contrary to public
policy and are void. This seems
to mean that people about to
marry cannot contractually name
a divorce date; they can only
expedite one should it occur.
In these litigious times, when
courts are jammed and plaintiffs'
attorneys advertise on t.v. and
matchbook covers, it's kind of nice
to know that some people are
considerate enough to form agree
ments before they marry so that
in case they divorce, they won't
to go to court and onlv add
He
One more thing: These con
tracts don't come cheaply. Law
yers may charge anywhere from
$2,500 to somewhere in the six
figures to do one. They worry that
unhappy divorces/divorcees will
sue them if the contracts don't'
hold up.

be fair and honest, however, I also Some problems are imposed upon
admitted that much in life was us by the seemingly fickle fingers
arbitrary; that is, unfair and of fate. These latter problems, it
uncontrollable. Hank Gathers' seems to me, everyone could agree
death was unfair. Andy Rooney's are arbitrary, that is, outside of
suspension may well have been our control. Stuff happens.
unfair. If we just look at the
I have a lot of compassion
knowledge and learning of a nowadays for people who feel
student and not the results of one battered by forces beyond their
examination, the final grade of a control. I sometimes feel battered
student may be "unfair," at least
by forces beyond my control. I
with respect to what that student
hate that feeling. I also sometimes
knows about the subject matter feel battered by decisions that I
(as opposed to what they indicated have made and things that I have
they knew in the examination). No done that turn out, in retrospect,
one ever promised Gathers, Roo to be wrong, ill-advised, or to have
ney, you or me that life would accidentally hurt others. Fortu
always be perfectly fair.
nately, after a while, sometimes
What do all of these things have an excruciatingly long while,
to do with the meaning of life? In equilibrium sets in and I feel in
the book. The Road Less Traveled, control again.
Dr. Peck begins the book by
It seems to me that the meaning
writing, "Life is difficult." As a of life, at least one of the meanings
general rule, I do not memorize of life, is to realize that you are
quotations from legal sources or human, that you will make mis
literature. One quotation that has takes, and that there are conse
somehow stuck with me through quences to decisions. The meaning
much of my adult life is from of life is to try to know and
Thomas Hardy in The Mayor of understand yourself, try to be
Casterbridge where he said: "Ever yourself, and try to improve
ything is possible at the hands of yourself. These are very difficult
time and chance, except perhaps things to do, and some of us are
fair play." Assuming for the sake better at achieving these goals
of argument that both of these than others. Part of the process
writers are right at least in part, is to figure out what is important.
what should we do? Pack it in? It seems to me that beauty and
Blame life's problems on fate, love are perhaps the most impor
others or God? Accept that life is tant things that we as humans
difficult and try to do the best we can give to and share with each
can?
other. The smile of a child, a
Many of the problems and Beethoven symphony, a Rem
difficult choices that we face day brandt, a beautiful woman or a
to day are caused, directly or handsome man, two squirrels
indirectly, by our own doing. , playing with each other on a lawn.

the Grand Canyon, all possess
characteristics that I think make
life truly worth living. To know
and understand is another quest
we all have.
Moot court competitions are
fun, challenging, and seem impor
tant when you are participating
in them at the time. Grades are
important when you are looking
for a job. In the great scheme of
things, however, their importance
pales when compared to the love
and caring of a friend or a relative.
The truly special people in my life
have helped me be a better person.
They let me be me and accept me
for who I am. That really is very
difficult to do because we always
have a tendency to try to mold
people in a certain image we have
of them, ourselves or the "perfect
person."
The meaning of life is to try to
do your best and be yourself. I say
"try" to do your best because I
think that no matter how much
you try, you will not always be
your best. Your best doesn't
necessarily mean the same thing
at all times. Your "best" during
an extremely difficult time would
be unacceptable given different
circumstances.
Although I know you are all
busy people, take some time out
to think about yourself. Look at
and enjoy the beauty of the world.
Get to know yourself and try to
be you. Although it may be a long,
hard, and sometimes discouraging
journey, it seems to me that the
search is what the meaning of life
is really all about.

The Bottom Line
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iNEWSi
ELJ to Host Symposium
As environmental litigation
becomes more frequent, more
complicated and more protracted,
costs to all parties rise, the goals
of reparation, compensation and
prevention are thwarted rather
than served. Environmental lit
igation, especially Superfund
litigation, cries out for some
• method of alternative dispute
resolution.
However, alternative dispute
resolution raises a series of policy .
and practical questions which
become critical in the context of
environmental litigation. The
Villanova Environmental Law
Journal has gathered a distin
guished panel which will discuss
these issues on Saturday, March
24, 1990, when it presents its
inaugural symposium: "Alterna
tive Methods of Resolving Envir
onmental Disputes."
Leonard Charla will begin the
program discussing alternative
dispute resolution at Superfund
sites. Mr. Charla, an environmen
tal lawyer, is Senior Vice Presi
dent of Clean Sites, a nonprofit
organization whose mission is to
clean up hazardous waste sites.
Mr. Charla brings his special
expertise in environmental mat
ters and Superfund site issues,
along with 24 years of adminis
trative law experience in both the
public and private sectors, to his
presentation.
Jonathan Brock, Associate Pro
fessor in the Graduate School of
Public Affairs at the University
of Washington, will discuss "Man
dated Mediation," focusing the

issues raised by what he suggests
may be a contradiction in terms.
Professor Brock serves as a prin
cipal in a consulting firm special
izing in public sector issues and
works as a neutral arbitrator in
labor management relations. His
academic research concentrates
on conflict resolution and consen
sus building techniques for use in
better public administration and
policy making. He has written
Managing People in Public Agen
cies and Bargaining Beyond
Impasse. Thus, he brings consid
erable expertise in what will and
won't work in the mediation
context to his presentation.
Larry Bacow, Associate Profes
sor of Law and Environmental
Policy at M.LT. will discuss the
problems of "Binding Parties to
Agreements in Negotiated Settle
ments." Professor Bacow is a
member of the Harvard Negotia
tion Program and a former
Member of the Massachusetts
Hazardous Waste Site Safety
Council. He has written Environ
mental Dispute Resolution, Facility
Siting and Public Opposition and
Bargaining for Job Safety and
Health.
The Honorable Jerome Simandle. United States Magistrate
sitting in Camden will discuss
"Resolving Multi-Party Hazard
ous Waste Litigation." Judge
Simandle graduated from Princet
on University with a degree in
engineering, after which he
received a diploma in Environ
mental'Science from the Univer
sity of Stockholm. He graduated

from the University of Pennsyl
vania Law school, where he served
as editor of the Law Review.
Villanova Law School Profes
sors John Hyson and Hank Perritt
will co-moderate the program
which will include presentations,
interchanges of questions among
the speakers and among the
audience and panelists. Professor
Hyson teaches Environmental
Law and Toxic Torts and Profes
sional Perritt teaches Alternative
Dispute Resolution and Adminis
trative Law. Thus, they will
provide a unique combination of
talents todirecting the discussion.
The presentations and proceed
ings will be published in an
upcoming volume of the Villanova
Environmental Law Journal.

by Michelle T. Wirtner

At the forum, Nadelmann dis
cussed global law enforcement
problems with respect to drug
trading. He sees political,' legal
and moral dimensions to the
difficulty in fighting international
drug cartels. First, even nations
that maintain an official policy
against drug trafficking, including
the United States, often fail to
take action against foreign govern
ments involved in the drug trade
for diplomatic reasons. Secondly,
the great differences between
nations' laws, their respective
police policies and their social
traditions make it difficult to
coordinate DEA operations
abroad. Finally, Nadelmann noted
the absence of a moral dimension
to the international "war on
drugs". He points out that large

scale condemnation of drug traf
ficking is a fairly recent pheno
menon — something that Wes
terners have suddenly labeled
"immoral". And while activities
like kidnapping, piracy and slav
ery have been nearly universally
condemned
internationally,
Nadelmann says that many
nations do not feel that drug use
is any worse than tobacco or
alcohol use.
Professor Nadelmann believes
that the United States should
legalize drugs, in part because pf
the aforementioned enforcement
problems and because interna
tional drug production is higher
than ever before, despite the "war
on drugs." He also attaches great
significance to the fact thit coun
tries like Sweden, where some
drug use (marijuana and cocaine)
is permitted, have fewer addiction
and abuse problems than nations
like the United States.

This promises to be an interest
ing and informative program for
any one involved in environmental
controversies, offering strategies,
and identifying pitfalls in the
process of alternative dispute
resolution. Admission is free, and
all are welcome. The program will
be followed by a reception at
which time participants will have
the opportunity to discuss issues
with the speakers and other
participants.
Villanova Law School is located
on Spring Mill Road (Route 320),
just north of Lancaster Avenue.
It is also easily accessible from
center city Philadelphia by the
SEPTA R5commuter rail line. For
more information contact the
Villanova Environmental Law
Journal at (215) 645-7042.

ILS Events

The International Law Society
sponsored and planned several
activities for the month of March.
These activities included:
— March 3, 1990 — Camden
Law Asian Students Group spon
sored a panel discussion on job
placement.
— March 6, 1990 — Noriega's
General Counsel, Mr. Frank Rubino, spoke at Camden Law School.
— March 14, 1990 — Cosponsored with the Public Interest
Law Society (PILS), Ken Klothen,
an attorney working for a private
interest firm in Philadelphia,
spoke on children's rights in the
international context (i.e. kidnap
ping). Professor O'Brien will
provided philosophical commen
tary on the talk.
— March 24,1990 — Penn Law
will be sponsoring a Job Fair.
Included in the panel will be
partners from various interna
tional firms (e.g. Milbank Tweed,
Coudert Brothers); as well as
attorneys from the State Dept; the
SEC; CIGNA Corp; and Amnesty
International.
Send your resumes to the hiring
partner or personnel departments
of these firms/companies and
indicate that you will be present
at this activity.

— March 27,1990 — The Fifth
Annual Villanova International
Law Society Dinner. The speaker
will be Arthur Downey (VLS '62)
and his talk is entitled "Revolution
in Central Europe: Legal, Political
and Economic Dimensions." Mr.
Downey formerly acted as Legal
Advisor to the U.S. Mission to
Berlin; Kissinger's National
Security Staff (European Affairs);
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Commerce; and Legal Advisor for
European Affairs for the Depart
ment of State. Currently, he is a
partner in a D.C. firm.
Cocktail hour begins at 7:00 in
the Villanovan room of the Con
nelly Center on the main campus.
Cost of tickets are $20 for nonmembers, $15 for members.

In addition, VLSILS tentative
plans for April are:
— April 6, 1990 i— TG cosponsored with Environmental
Law Society at John Barleycorn's.
— April 17, 1990 —Talk on
"How To Get An International
Law Position."
— April Elections for new exec
utive board.
Look to ILS Bulletin Board for
updated information.

-^mmm

All contestants, judges. Dean Garbarino strike a pose.

Client Counsel

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
briefly explain to the client the
important role documents play in
law.
Mr. Izzo stressed need to show
the client that you are an advocate
for her. Mr. Izzo said this can be
done in many ways, but the
advocates role must start with the
"client's confidence in you person
ally." The client must feel com
fortable with you as a person, so
"breaking the ice" before diving
into the legal problem is very
important. Mr. Izzo also added
that it is important to be aware
of future problems of the client.
If appropriate, you may advise the
client that he should contact an
attorney earlier next time. This
may possibly avoid the problem to
begin with, or may guide the client
in his work.
Mr. Feinberg stressed the need
to give the client a clear picture
of what you can do for him at this [
point. This may not include the
final result, but'merely a clear
direction or approach to the prob
lem. If appropriate, you should
ask the client directly: "What do
you want me to do for you?" or
"What is the result you want?"
Mr. Feinberg added that the
discussion of the fee arrangement
should be clear and not rushed.
The problem presented to the
finalists contained issues of con
tract law.,The client was a selfemployed'^ painter who had built
up a good reputation in the residenti^ painting industry over the
past 15 years. He ventured into
the commercial painting industry
and landed a $125,000 subcon
tracting job for a 500 unit apart
ment house. The apartment was
new construction. The client
explained his deal with the general
contractor as "a written contract
on a standard form used in the
industry." The client's main
concern was that he was not going
to meet the general contractor's

April 1, 1990 deadline on the 500
unit contract, thus making him
unable to perform other residen
tial painting jobs he had contract
ed to perform in April. The client
explained the reason for the slow
progression in completing the
entire job was that: 1) when the
general contractor called him to
paint certain units, the units
were, in fact, not ready to be
painted at all; and 2) many times
the general contractor would call
him to repaint units which were
damaged because electricians had
to go back into the units to fix
things not done right the first
time. The client was concerned
that 1) his reputation in the
industry would be tarnished if he
was late in completing the job; 2)
he was losing money because he
had to send workers home when
units were not ready to be painted;
and 3) he may lose the residential
painting jobs scheduled for April
if he is forced to keep a full
workforce on the 500 unit project •
after April 1st.
Given the little information the
teams had about the specifics of
the client's contract going into the
final round, all three teams dealt
with this complex problem head
on. Regardless, the teams realized
that the purpose of the competi
tion was client interviewing and
counseling, not resolving the
problem on the spot.
In the end, everyone who
entered the competition came out
a winner. Client interviewing and
counseling is an art that takes
years of practice to master. Stu
dents who participate in the
competition begin year one at
Villanova Law School.
FOOTNOTE: For students
wanting more "credit" for their
time, VLS offers a two credit
course in client interviewing and
counseling, which is taught by
Dean Garbarino during the seconds
semester.

is also ordained as a Baptist
minister. The fight against racism
occupies the core of Dr. Vivian's
life.
People such as law students are
a prime target of Dr. Vivian's
message, because they are the
ones who are in a position to take
effective action to fight racism.
The bottom-line message which
the workshop powerfully deli
vered to participants and audience
alike: whatever we are doing to
fight racism, we have to do more.
Kevin Mulhearn, a third-year law
student and one of the partici
pants on the panelj commented,
"The message is that the problem
of racism is not just because of
some prejudiced people wearing
white sheets down south. It's
really everyone's problem, the
quote-unquote 'good people' who
have to take a stand; if we don't
act, we condone and accept
racism, and the problem won't go
away." The feedback from both
audience members and partici
pants suggested that this expe
rience was one not to be missed,
and the impact of the workshop
had a powerful effect.

The Catholic Law Students
Association will sponsor a Lecture
by Judge John T. Noonan, Jr. of
the United States Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit. Judge Noo
nan was a member of the faculty
of the University of California at
Berkeley at the time of his appoint
ment to the Circuit Court in 1986.
The Judge received his B.A. and
law degree from Harvard Univer
sity and a Master of Arts and
Ph.D. from The Catholic Univer
sity of America. He was the Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Jr. Lecturer at
Harvard in 1972; Pope John XXIII
Lecturer at Catholic University in
1973; Cardinal Bellarmine Lectur
er at St. Louis University Divinity
School in 1973. he is the author
of several influential books includ
ing Power To Dissolve, 1972,
Persons and Masks of the Law,
1976, The Antelope, 1977, Private
Choice, 1979, and the internation
ally acclaimed book Bribes, 1984.
Judge Noonan was a member of
the Papal Commission on Family
and the Presidential Commission
on Population and the American

Future. He has served as a con
sultant to the United States
Catholic Conference; Secretary
Treasurer for the Institute for
Research in Medieval Canon law;
president of the Thomas MoreJacques Maritain Institute; Trus
tee of the Phi Kappa Foundation
and a member of the Commission
on Theology Education of Yale
University. He is the recipient of
a Laetare Medal from the Univer
sity of Notre Dame and has served
as a Fellow of the Center for
Advanced Studies in Behavioral
Sciences, Woodrow Wilson Fel
low, Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, a
member of the American Society
of Political and Legal Philosophy.
He has also served as President
of the Alpha California Chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa.
Judge Noonan will be visiting
the Law School on Thursday and
Friday, April 19-20, 1990 and will
deliver a lecture sponsored by the
Catholic Law Students Associa
tion and the School on Thursday,
April 19, 1990.

Int'l Drug Traffic

On Thursday, February 22,
1990 the International Law Socie
ty hosted a lecture by Professor
Shan Nadelmann on "The Dilem
mas of International Law Enforce
ment: Noriega, Drug Traffickers
and Terrorists."
A professor in the Politics
Department and Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and International
Affairs at Princeton University,
Professor Nadelmann has both a
Ph.D. in political science and a law
degree from Harvard. He also has
a masters degree in international
relations from the London School
of Economics. Professor Nadel
mann has received numerous
honors, fellowships and grants,
and his extensive writings have
• appeared in many publications.
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Racism
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You've Come a Long Way, Babies
by Erica Spott
The decade has come to a close
and graduation for the first class
of the 1990's draws near. Instinc
tively one is drawn to reminisce
of days (or a decade) gone by. The
past 10 years have seen their
share of sociological changes. The
flower children of the 60's and 70's
became extinct and Yuppies
sprung up in their place. The baby
boomers began creeping up to
middle age (yikes!) and AIDS
redefined the ever-changing sex
ual revolution. Perhaps, however,
the most interesting phenomena
taking over our fast-paced, and
sometimes superficial world, is a
return or renaissance if you will,
to the timeless institutions of
marriage, family and particularly
BABIES! It seems that all of us
know someone today who either
recently had or is expecting a
bundle of joy. Could this be
another baby boom?
Often, those of us tucked away
in academia feel removed from the

realities of the outside world; and
whether one sees this as an
advantage or disadvantage, reality
at times, does sneak back into
Garey Hall. In fact, the baby
phenomena has managed to pene
trate even the sturdy walls of
Villanova Law School. Among the
Class of 1990, 9 students have
either had or are expecting babies
while in law school. That trans
lates to approximately 5% of the
total class, not to mention those
who already had children when
law school began. Obviously,
going to law school and being a
full-time parent are no longer
mutually exclusive. Among the
proud parents at VLS are: 3L Jim
Dunleavy and his wife, Bernadette. Just one week after
beginning law school, on 9/10,
1987, Gavan Dunleavy arrived
and joined his brother, Kieran,
now 9 years old. On registration
day, August 26, 1988, 3L Lea
Caramanica and her husband,
Drew Byrne, became the proud
parents of Ari Anne Caramanica

Byrne. In fact. Lea's timing was
perfect; not only was Ari born on
registration day, but she and Lea
share^^the same birthday. June,
1989 was a very busy month for
VLS babies. On June 9, 1989,
Nicholas Trombetta was Iiofn to
3L Chris Trombetta and his wife.
Sue. Not to be outdone, 3L Nancy
LaNoce and her husband Gary
welcomed their new son, Gary, Jr.,
into the family, joining sister,
Maureen, now 3V2.
On June 30,1989,3L Wendy and
Will McLean announced the arri
val of their second daughter,
Susannah. Older sister Diana,
now "iVi. and the new baby have
kept Wendy hopping. Just three
weeks later, on July 23, 1989, 3L
Paul LePak and his wife Michelle
welcomed their first child, Theo
dore (Teddy), into the world.
Finally, on September 21, 1989,
Marni Elisabeth was born to firsttime parents, 3L Erika Spott and
her husband, Bernd.
The list, however, does not stop
there. Among the coming attrac

tions: 2L Dominique Bazile and
her husband Christopher Welch
are expecting their first child
around March 20, 1990. 3L
Michele Nofer and her husband
Paul will become first time par
ents in May. 3LJulie Congdon and
her husband, Charlie, are antic
ipating the birth of their second
child in June, 1990. Just in time
for the bar exam, Julie! The new
arrival will be joining their son.
Jack now 4'/2.
The VLS baby boom has not
been exclusive to the students;
namely the faculty has also gotten
into the act. Among the new
parents in our faculty: Prof. Doris
Brogan, Prof. Ellen Wertheimer,
Prof. Marcus Schoenfeld and Prof.
Louis Sirico, whose wife is expect
ing their second child later this
month. The most recent addition
was Mary Carroll's (Placement)
daughter, Meagan, born on 2/23/
90.
Although most students would
find being a new parent and a law
student very difficult, a polling of

our new parents revealed over
whelmingly positive comments
with regard to balancing babies
and briefs. Most admitted that the
balancing act between school and
family is often difficult to main
tain; there are, however, certain
advantages. A law school schedule
is by far more flexible than a 95 (and then some) work grind,
thereby allowing some time that
normally would not be available
to parents. Our new parents also
agree that children help to re-align
one's priorities when we forget
where they should be. Perhaps the
most interesting comment came
from Julie Congdon who says she
knew she was in trouble when her
son Jack could say "collateral
estoppel" better than she could!
Finally, needless to say, all our
new parents have learned to
function with a lot less sl^p.
Congratulations to parents and
children! VLS will be looking for
these heirs and assigns in the
-first-year class around the year
2012.

Match The Heir To The Testator
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OEO OFFICIAL I TWENTY FOUR CANDIDATES
TO OPEN FORUM SELEQED FOR LAW REVIEW
The purpose of the Law Forum |

From The Dean*8 Desk

As I.Sec It...

By Harold Gill KriiMhiriii
ia to hrin* liefore the student body
THE VILLANOVA I,AW REVISW is prepared by a group of
the law students who are selected on the basic of scholarship
It is. indeed, a pleasure to welcome the Class of 1970 to in elswiy rdmted Aelds to diteuas and literary achievement.
the Law School at Villanova. This "s|)e(ial issue" of the siKTiiAcant topic*. The forums are
Areas of the law which are currently in a state of tran
Docket is desifmed to make you welcome and to assist you in o|)en to the itudents. their guests
sition are discussed and analyzed by the second and third
fric
of '
to an auspicious beirinninx
iwttinf y u
School.
year students under the supervision of the editors. The
This i.• the beifinninK of
ii> tho |>a«t )-eara the Ijrnr For editors are selected from the third year law review members.
a new carer for .vou. It should
um ha.« presented such speakers as
Students achieving high scholarship and selected as can
be f:ood news for you to l>e
pHiil Goodman. Author. Lecturer,
didates for Law Review from the third year class include;
told that in the honest judirand Critic; Profesaor Kenneth B.
ment of the law faculty, .vou
Fortunata
Giudice, Immaculata College, '6S; Michael Rosenria^k, Iiirertor, Social Oynamiea
have what it takes to succeed.
Rpwarch Institute of the City Uni blum. Harvard College, '62; and James Ryan. Siena College,
CeHainly, this is true insofar
versity of N««' York; and. The '«5
as your |)aper credentials gi>.
Hon. Joseph D. Tydings, United
Students selected as candidates from the second year
i.e., your college {trades and
State* Senator from Maryland,
your LSAT scores. Now it is
are: Joseph Wenk. St. Joseph's College, "W; Joseph Torreup to you to supply something
The first speaker of the Law grossa, Villanova University, '66; Edward Ciechon. Villa
Forum proipam for this year is
more. That "somethintt more"
nova University. '66; Thomas Riley, Drexel institute of Tech
Miss Genevieve Blatt. She is active
is a factor which unfortun
ately we cannot measure in
in Pennsylvania politics and is cur- nology, '66; Robert Reedw, Gettysburg College. '66; Joel
Meredith, Roosevelt University, '66; and David Scholl,
9 dedication. If ynu are
advance. That "something m<.
to succeed in the study of law, you must be, from the very Ofllce of Economic Opportunity in; Franklin & Marshall College. '66.
moment you cross the threshold of Carey Halt, a really Washinirton, D.C. This program
Other candidates selected from th» second year include:
will be held i
ning (
dedicated person.
David Huggler, University of North Carolina, '66; Ralph
October 2<Hh in Garey Hall.
Scola, Drexel Institute of Technology, '66; William Benner,
On the very ftrst day you enter Carey Hall as a student,
FollominK each Law Forum,
you must enter having: subscribed wholeheartedly to the idea there is a reception for the speaker Dickinson College, '66; Mark Dichter, Drexel Institute of
that you then and there enter the lesral profession. In other in the student lounfe. This pro Technology, '66; Michael Izzo, St. Peter's College, '66; Law
words, you do not enter the letral profession when you are vides the students with an oppor rence D'Aloise. College of the Holy Cross, '66; and Edward
sworn into practice before the Supreme Court of your state; tunity to meet informally with the Fitzgerald, Providence College, '66.
you do not enter the legal profession after you have passed
the Bar examinations; you do not enter the legal profession
on the day you graduate from law school; you enter the legal
profession on the day you begin your work here as a first
year student. You are now not a college boy but an apprentice
lawyer. We expect you to be what a professional man must
be. First and foremost we expect you to be a serious student.
We expect you to conduct yourself as a young professional
man; we expect you to dress and to behave as a young lawyer
going about his business. Nothing shor^ of this will be
acceptable at this school. If you go to work with us of the
faculty in this spirit, your years in law school should prove
the most stimulating period of your life. This is the period
in which we propose to bring you to intellectual maturity, to
help you master the basic learning to which you will be ^d>
ing year by year, to inculcate in you the historic ideals of
the profession.

Moot Court Program
Operated By Students
Gilbert Abramson has been se
lected as Chairman of the Moot
Court Board for the coming school
year. Mr. Abramson graduated
from Temple University in
and is a resident of Philadelphia. |

THE LAW STUDENT
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Also included in the twenty-one students are; James
Adams, Lehigh University, '66; Michael Marnik, College of
the Holy Cross. '66; James Fries, St. Peter's College. '66;
George Cappiello, Manhattan College, '66; John Lonergan,
Dartmouth College.'66; David Belkin. Temple University, 64;
and John Doubman, University oi Pennsylvania. '62 and '66,

when, quite likely, you will find yourself in a state of be
wilderment. If we leave you in the state of bewilderment, it
is because life is bewildering. Here in the law school, more
often than not. we |>ose iirctblems for you which we do not
answer. And we do not answer these ]>roblems because
ready answers or easy solutions are available. What we :
trying to do here is to give you a realistic perception of the
challenge that will !>e your futui*. You are ex|)eoted to be
super-reliant and to roll with the punches. This does
mean, however, that you will be left to flounder.
Before you
graduate, you should come to know at least several professors
quite well. If you do not, that will be your choice. The
members of our faculty are friendly men.
Here at the law school we have no extracurricular activi
ties. We do, however, have some tremendously worthwhile
co-curricular activities. These activities are designed tO'
make better lawyers and citizen leaders of you. Let me draw
your attention to these activities. Tiir VILLANOVA IJ^W
RlviE^v is devoted to the iniblicatioii of orifrinal legal writing
of scholarly and profes.-'ionai interest. Membership iti>on the
editorial staff is bused upon a record of sound scholarship
and upon performance during a training period. Aspire to
the Law Review! The Moot Court Programs will develop both
forensic ability and the ability to perform practical research.
Election to membership to the Moot Court Board is also
regarded as an academic honor. The Law Forum brings to
the school men of law and kindred disciplines who will stimu
late your interests in current pr^lems of social significance.
Your Law Club will foster and stimulate discussion groups
and will afford opportunities the better to develop individual
friendships. THE VILLANOVA DOCKET will interpret the
School of I/aw to our loyal alumni and other friends. The
Honor Bojird will ndminisler an honor system of which you
may l)e justly pi-oiid. There will also l>e opportunities for
social service in Public Defender Pi-ojrrams and various other
prograr.!-! to pi-ovide le^jal services for the |>oor, I would also
urge you to take advantage of many worthwhile university
wide programs. The University provides a series of stimu
lating lectures and a program of musical and dramatic events
of highest quality. They are here for your enjoymentLet's be off to a good year!

THE STUDENT BAR IS
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE
The student body of Villanova s
Law School, to a large degree, gov- «
ems itself through a Student Bar
member of the American Law Stu- ^
dent Association, an affiliate of the '
The pro: lent of the Student Bar
is Alfred Derotiis. He '

PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
INCREASE AT SCHOOL

Third year students named to I
the Hoot Court Board are; Edward |
Kopanski, Charles HcHanus, Ed-1
nin Bubin, Hugh Bonner, Stephen ! tended invitations to law firmi
Brandwene, George Giunta, Edward ' government agencies, and other
to send representatives to the La<
nenricll. and SUnley Turitz.
School during the months of Octo
The following are the second! ber. November, and Decembei
You will not have sufficient time to do what we ask of year students who have been;
you. but then this wilt be the history of your life—the prac
Joseph Daley, Villanova Univer-I
tice of law will demand more time from you than there
You can never read enough, study enough, think enough. We sity, '66; Joseph Latly, St. Joaeph'a I
expect yoiTto work hard. But no one here is going to compel College, 'ei; George O'Connell, Vil legal clerkship for the Summer
lanova University, '6S; Edward months of 1968.
you to work hard. It is your own professional aspirations Panek, St. Joseph's GoUcge. -6«;
Visits to the Law School have
which must induce you to honor your obligatians as a student. and Stewart Kurts. Franklin *
been scheduled for many law firms.
Marshall College, '66.
1 would, howemr, not be misunderstood. It would be
They include: Thursday. September
This will be the second year of 28th. Morgan, Lewis A Boekius;
quite wrong for you to conclude that the School of Law is
indifferent to your problems and diffkulties. Quite the con operation for the Moot Court Tuesday, October 3rd, Banks,
Board. Last year the Board ad Banks A Riesenbach; Friday. Oc
trary. All of us on the faculty are very much aware of the ministered the Moot Court pro tober 6th, Stradley, Ronon, Stevens
problems and difficulties of a law student, t like, to think of gram and competition. Members A Young; Tuesday, October 10th.
this school as an exacting school and yet withal a very of the Board wrote hypothetical Schnader, Harrison. Segal i Lewis;
friendly place. Despite growth in numbers, we shall do appellate court cases, which were I Wednesday, October 11th, Goodls,
Greenfield. Folz, Bard A Kamsler;
everything to keep it so. It is especially important for you
room seti.r.j by members of the |Thursday, 'October 12th, Blank,
to keep this in mind during the ftrst months of law study, Arst and lu-cond year classes. Fori Rudenke, Klaus A Rome; Friday,^
NWIIUIRD •»
f, CSL. J J
Octobcr 27th, Freedman, Borowtky

Other Arms expressing an inter
est in interviewing in the Law
School are Ballard, Spahr, An
drews A Ingersoll; Dechert, Price
A Rhoads; and MacCoy, Evans A
Lewis.
These interviews and others
which are still being scheduled will
be announced on the bulletin fcotrd
in the Law School. The Xaw
School Administration is attempt
ing to enlarge the Placement Pro
gram in an effort to help stud«its
find immediate employment upon
graduation.

J^arriiteri' i^riAeS
Mrs. Kitty Haase, Chairman of Association who will discuss peothe Programs Committee of the j P'e
.'"'•i" in a study situa'
isters' Brides has
. to hold the first
Tiingi
of i
r students on September.
. 14th. The meeting will be held in j Schuol AdhpreS

the Inter-Cluh Council which i
»aded this year hy Edward Ko
panski.

b will hold an
other plans for this year inc
which all first g Christmas vi-orkshop and a
invited. This
After Christmas the
BriA's

provides I
with the
the memh<

was founded hy t

The Honor Board is composed c
students and is empowered to r<
quest dismissal of students in
fringing the rules of the hono

s of the Honor Board will be
rihuted to all students soon
r the beginning of the school
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American Law Student AssLiation
in Honolulu. Hawaii, which was <
held from August Sth through the !

A Lorry; and the Assistant Com
missioner of Internal Revenue,
United States Treasury Depart
ment; Monday, October SOth, Uebert, Harvey, Bechtel, Hertlng A
Short. Interviews scheduled later
are: Wednesday, November 8th,
United States Navy General Coun
sel; and Friday, December 1st,
Harris, Hammond A Harris.

Activities Planned
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RED MASS SET
FOR NOVEMBER 1
All Saints' Day will be the occasion of
this year's celebration of the 18th annual
fled Mass in St. Mary's Chapel, at 7:ra p.m.
The Mass, a Votive Mass of the Holy Spirit is
celebrated annually to invoke the blessing of
God on the Law School and all who teach
and study therein. The Mass, one of the
focal points in the school's calendar, is also
one of the most significant alumni activities
with hundreds of the law school's graduates
returniflg to join with the present classes in
one of the school's most enduring traditiom.
The history of the Red Mass dates back
to 11th Century England and France. This
solemn Mass would herald the beginnir>g of
the court sessions and clerics and priests

alike would )oin together on this occasion to
ask God to grant them the necessary wisdom
and grace to conduct their work of that
year. The term "Red" Mass was derived
from the custom of wearing deep scarlet
vestments and robes at the celebration of
this Mass.
The Most Reverend Thomas J. Welsh,
Bishop of tf)e
newly created Arlington
Oiocese in Virginia will be the principal concelebrant. The Very Reverend Jantes G.
Sherman, OS.A. the imnwdiate past Chair
man of the Board of Trustees of Villanova
University, and presently the pastor of St.
Denis' Church, Havertown, will give the
homily.
The music for the service will be per
formed t>y the Villanova Singers under the
direction of Hert>ert Piss. A cocktail party
and dinner will be held in Garey Hall for the
alunwi immediately following the Mass.

The

Suzvirw Chamar Aniatant Oaan

Though it's still too soon to exactly call it
a tradition, a recent graduate of the law
school is again the assistant dean. Replacing
Alan Jackman ('72} who left to enter private
practice after serving two years as assistant
dean is Suzanne Cherner ('74). Ms. Cherner
was busily job hunting this summer when
Dean O'Brien offered her the job. Seeing it
as a pleasant way to spend her first year out
of law school slw accepted and is ^ad she
did.
Paperwork as well as interviews with fac
ulty and students completely fill her days.
The duties of the assistant dean of the law
school have never been common knowledge.
Generally the assistant dean deals with "stu
dent affairs." One of the main concerns of
the position is managing the recruiting pro
gram. Ms. Cherner hat a free hand in the
s^ucturing of the program and at the
momenr is scheduling visits to various col
leges and universities to meet with under
graduates interested in law school. Professor
Collins, chairman of the admissions com
mittee, is assisting in this area.
Ms. Cherner views the second function of
her job as a ^neral liaison between students
and the administration and faculty and has
already met with the S.B.A. and some other
organizations as well as individual students.
"I want to be accessible to the students,"
said Ms. Cherner, and added that she would
like to hear suggestions as well as complaints
concerning the law school. Ms. Chernv feels
that stixlents entering the law school haven't
changed much today though perhaps there is
a greater interest in the clinical aspects of
law.
As a sttident at Villanova Ms. Cherner was
a co-founder of the Muncy Project which
arranged for women law stiidents to go to
the all-female penal institution and represent
the inmates at parole hearings. The students
also taught classes at the prison. Ms. Cherner
is glad that several women students have
expressed a desire to continue the protect in
the future.

Continued to Fagt 8
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BROWN V. VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
by frank Gaschgn
In early 1974, a group of Villanova Uni
versity students formed an organization to
seek more protection for the rights of stu
dents and to obtain a greater voice for sttidents in school affairs. The immediate cat
alyst for the formation of this organization
cailad the "Ad Hoc Committee" of Student
Leaders United for the Betterment of Vill

anova University and the Dignity of Vill
anova University Students, was the dis
ciplinary action taken against certain stu
dents in January 1974.
Vl^h'ile by no means the only transgression
against student ri^ts, this inckJent perhaps
best typifies Administrative procedures used
when dealing with students. Briefly, a (^oup

<^tinu0d to Pag» s

VILLANOVA'S
GOLD BECOMES
L.S.D. PRESIDENT
by Vin DiMonte
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A.A.L.L. NAMES
PROFESSOR
HAMMOND,
PRESIDENT
On August 11, it was announced to the
Law Student Division, House of Delegates in
Montreal, that Lynne Gold of Villanova Law
School had become President of the Law
Student Division. She is the first woman to
hold this position and the first female presi
dent of any division of the American Bar
Association.
Ms. Gold recently discussed her election
and her plans for the upcohiing year with
'The Docket". She began by viewing the
election as a symbol that the A.B.A. wel
comes participation and leadership by all in
the divergent law school population. Also, it
demonstrated that there was a place in the
law school experience for those people,
especially married women like herself, who
had returned to the educational process after
a loi>g absence. She left college when she got
married, then returr>ed to college twelve
years andfour children later. She was vale
dictorian at Albright College, before entering
Villanova Law School in 1973.
The r>ew president then spoke of her
desire to make students more aware of the
"activist" possibilities of the Division: 'The
representation of the L.S.D./A.B.A. in the
A.B.A. House of Delegates gives law students
a strong voice in A.B.A. policy . . . ". She
also hopes to involve more members in the
many opportunities and services which Law
Student Division provides. There are plans to
establish more contacts with the organized
bar and to irKrease the opportunity of
meeting law students and lawyers from
across the country.
One of her campaign progran>s is the
creation of an L.S.D. committee at each
school: 'Traditionally, the 'L.S.D. repre
sentative, the key to L.S.D./A.B.A. success,
has been the only contact, apart from the
Student Lawyer, which the individual mem
ber has had with the national office."
President Gold stated further; "An L.S.D.
Committee, composed of members from
each class of the law school, could perform
all the duties of the single representative.
The committee form serves a dual purpose.
It provides a cdntinuity of knowledge and
interest, as well as the reservoir of talent and
enthusiasm needed to perform the repre
sentative's functions. In addition, it involves
more students in the Division."

Cofttinuad to Paga 6

by Barry Schuster
If a librarian had only properly instructed
Moses on his search for the Laws, it might
not have been necessary for him to climb all
the way to the mountain tup and then carry
around two large stones. Today, such proth
lems can be circumvented by well inforfT>ed
and up to date Jaw libraries. Since its found
ing in 1906, the American Association of
Law Libraries has sought to promote such
high standards of librarianship tiy increasing
the usefulness of law libraries. By maintain;
ing an active dialogue among its nearly 2000
members, located in the U.S., Canada, and
several foreign countries, the AALL provides
law librarians with resources, progranu, and
techniques r>ecessary to keep the litvaries
complete, efficient, and current.
With these standards and goals in mind,
the members of the AALL have elected Jane
Hammond. Professor of Law and Law
Librarian of the Villanova School of Law, to
the post of President of the AALL. Professor
Hammond, who received her J.D. from
Villanova, assumes this prestigious position
with highly respected credentials. She
previously held two major chairpersonships
in the Association and was the AALL secre
tary from 1966-1968. Ms. Hammond,
although formally installed as President this
past June in ceremonies in California, began
her rigorous term in the summer of 1974.
Since that time, her life has hardly been that

Professor Jana HammomJ
Continuad to Paga 6
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NEW ASSOC. DEAN,
J. EDWARD
COLLINS
By Louis C. /tosen
Prof. J. Edward Collins, a member of the
law school faculty since 1961,'has been
appointed Associate Dean.
Collins has in the past been chairman of
the admissions committee, a very timeconsuming position. In an interview Collins
said that he will continue his admissions
activities, although the level of his participa
tion will depend on a general reorganization.
tn his new post of Associate Dean, Collins
will be responsible for registration problems,
class schedules, examination scheduling, the
school calendar and student recruitment. His
teaching schedule will be reduced although
he will continue to teach Contracts and Con
tract Drafting.
"I would like to be involved in classroom
work as much as possible," Collins said.
"But the demands of this position^ay n>ean
I'll have to back off."
The immediate concern. Collins said, is to
relieve Dean J. Willard O'Brien of some of
the day-to-day routine of the law school.
Collins will, for example, act as a buffer
when students come in with their problems.
In addition, Collins will assist in the
developn^nt of programs desigr>ed to make
the law school more responsive to the needs
of the profession and the community. Under
consideration are institutes for members of
the profession, programs for the improve
ment of legal services for the aged, the devel-

Contmuad to Paga 6
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Dean O'Brien Focuses on the Future
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Placement Stats
Improve
by Jill Aline Cheilik
Looking for a job? Thenew Board of Consuhors survey for 1983-1984 has come out,
artd the VLS^acemeiit Officcstatistics are
very impressive. 75% of the graduatesfrom
the classof 1984 had legaljobsat thetinwof
graduaticm. Of thit 75%. 6B%obtainedtheir
}obs through the Placement Office, from
on-campus and 4-in'l interviews, and frwn
jobs listed in the Office.
The number of on-campus interviewers
has risen considerably over iust the past
three y«rs alone. During the1983/84 year,
there were 37 new employers who had not
previously interviewed at VLS. As of April
in the 1982/83 survey year, there were 92
recruiters in total; 60 on-campus inter
viewers and 32 4-in-l interviewers. As you
might expect, the largest number of these
interviewers werefrom Philadelphia firms,
with out-of-state firms finishing second
and gDvemment agencies and corpw^tions
tied for third The final tally for the
I9^M survey year showed a total of 120
recruiters, a substantial increase from the
previous year. So far in the 1984/85 year,
the number of on-campus interviewers,
through October, (including 4-in-rs) is
only 9 behind last year's tMl..uunber.
There bave been 74 on-campusand 37 4-in'
1 recruiters, for a year-to-date total of 111.
For those currentlyseekinga job whosay
they don't know anyone who's had an
interview: better ask your friendsagain. As
of 10/23/84.141 of thesecond year students
(65% of them,) and 130 of the 3L's (63%)
have had interviews.
The Placement Office would bve to be
able to find )cte for all students who seek
them. First year student looking for a
job? Marie Helmig.

Honor Code 'Altered'

). Think you have troubles with intert' The Placement Office will hold a
mock Interview for you if you want one. so
that you can expwience the actual atmos
phere*^ an interview withoutthe pressure.
So if you're looking around for a job your
self and haven't found anything that suits
you, t^
the Placement Office. "The
statistics are very encouraging." says
Marie Helmig. 'Villanova's statistics are
rising comparably with the area's better
krvown law schools. It showsthat Villanova
e really starting to be in de^

Happy Valentine^s Day
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Dean Welcomed

T

Barry created a vacancy in the
Villanova Law School faculty. In
the iterim. the Faculty Recruit
ment Committee has convened in
an attempt to fiH the vacancy as
quickly as possible. The commit
tee is currently in the process of
completii^ its search and will
begin interviewirig Its finalists
candidate selections on campusin
(he first week of February.
Accordit^ to Professor J. Willard O'Brien, chairman (A the
Faculty Recruitment Committee
and former dean, the current
professor search is part of a well

5--",

k:

Prof. Search
Under Way

Plwto Oy CanMirw Re«vM
The S.B.A. aponaoreda wiiw A cbecac rcceptioatar iacMning Dean Steven P.Frankino
OQ Jan. 20. Frankinois sImwb bere giviiig aoiite opeiriBg remarita. Abmit100 studenta
and taculty attended tl>e hiactioii.

Panel Discusses Ethics
byKelUeJ.IUrriaoii
On Monday. January 12. 1987
at 7;30 pjn.. the Young Lawyer's
Diviskm of the Pennsylvania Bar
Association presented a panel
discussion on "Ethical Problems
Facing The Young Advocate."
The panelists inclu&l theHoimvabte Sandra Maxermoss. the Phi
ladelphia County Court of Com
mon Pleas; the Honorable Albert
W. Sheppard.Jr., the Philadelphia
County Court of Common Pleas;
the Honorable Michael R. Stiles,
the Philadelphia County Court (rf
Common Pleas; Paul C. Astor,
Esq., Partner, Astor. Weiss, and
Newman: Peter J. Boyer, Esq..
Partner. Blank, Rome, Comisky
and McCauley.
ih« DOCKET
V(LLAI«OVA LAW SCHOOL
VILLANOVA, PA. 1MM

The panelists discuased several
different areas of ethical consid
erations. Paul C.Astor lectured on
the changing attitudes toward
advertising by attonteys. He does
not believe that legal services
be soM like lite beer or
tampons. Instead he woukl like to
see legal services maintain a more
dignified facade. The Honorable
Sandra Mazermoss sp^e on eth
ical problems that come up in
judge/attorney interaction. She
noted that it is better far a judge
to reprimand one for unpreparediwss than to have a judge distrust
onefor a falsehood.The Honorable
Albert W. Sheppard urged young
lawyers not to forget common
courtesy when they enter a

F^lowing the panel discussion
there was a brid question and
answer period. When asked how
a judge shouM handle a bribe
(rffer, the Honorable Michael R.
Stiles replied. "Just say no." Peter
Boyer. when asked his ornnion of
unneccessary intero^atorles used
to slow the progress of a case,
stated that such conduct is uneth
ical. However, be admitted, this
type of conduct is ever present in
our legal system.
The evening ended with a wine
and cheesc reception at which
panelists continued to answer the
questions of those in attendance.

Inside. .
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4
How The
Law School
6
Started
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K
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Association of American Law
Schools (AALS). The AALS Is one
of two accrediting associations m
(he United Slates, ihe other being
the American Bar Assoclaion
(ABA).
The AALS program acts as an
employment agency or clearing
house, conducting a national
advertising campaign in major
journals and periodicals toattract
candidates and employers from
around the country. The system
allows law schools to find and
might not oitlinarily be able to
come in contact with due to Ihe
difficulty and expense ciadvertis
ing a position (^lening nationally.
In addition, since the AALS pro
gram attraas new entrants into
the teaching profession, it is
advantageous for a school such as
Villanova, which Is admittedly
faced with an aging faculty, to
participate in a program such as
the AALS in an attempt to attract
younger candidates.
The AALS program requires
that each candidate submit a
resume on a standardized form
provided by the Association. The
standardized resume helps ensure
continuity between candidate
applications. The AALS then
sends copies of the resumes it
receives to any law school which
requests them. According to
O'Bnen, the AALS sent approx
imately 575 resumes to the VLS
Faculty Recruitment Committee
this year. Including the resumes
of Individuals not participating in
the AALS process, the VLS com
mittee reviewed a c<HntHned lotal
of over 600 resumes between
October and December of the fall

resumes reviewed by the commit
tee. According to E>Mn Frankino.
'deano
liason (Frankino
recommend the
candidate to the Vice
of Academic Affairs at
University), each of the
twenty-five who were chosen to
be interviewed had superior
credentials.
Frankino described the inter
viewing process, a series of 20-25
minute interviews of each candi
date, as "a process of peer evalua
tion and peer selection, with the
Faculty Recruitment Committee
functioning as a pre-screening
device In the selection of the
candidate." Although the Faculty
Recruitment Committee performs
the Initial candidate screening,
the final decision lies with the
entirp law school faculty, which
ultimately acts as a unified com
mittee when making their choice.
Frankino added that one of the
purposes of the initial interview
process is simply to eliminate (or
'screen out') candidates whose
personality traits would not be
particularly suited to Villanov^
Law School.

This year, due lo the particular
need created by Professor Barry's
death, O'Briensaid the committee
is especially interestedin someorK
with experience in the field of
businessor corporations,although
he admitted that some candidates
were very attractive to'the com
mittee even though they were not
specifically business-oriented,
^th O'Brien and Frankino em
phasized that the main objective
of itie search is to hire acandidate
The culmination of the AALS who will develop into the best
program Is a two day nationwide colleague possible. Frankino des
employment conference held each cribed this ideal candidate as "a
year In Chicago. The conference combination of teacher, scholar
is the final step In bringing and human being, representing a
together prospective candidates pluralism of backgrounds."
Frankino went on to slate that
interested in teaching law with
accredited universities who are one of the objectives of the law
offering positions.The conference, school is to add diversity to its
which was held In November,-was faculty, which in the case of VLS
attended by Professors O'Brien, might be accomplished throucfh
Brogan. Dowd, Poulin and Va- the hiring of additional v
lente. who comprise Ihe Faculty and members of minor
Frankino stated that
Recruitment Committee.
During the two day ccaiference, certainly no anxiety
the Faculty Recruitment Commlt- additional women and
tef interviewed approximately but that "the facultyis very,
twenty five landidateii who had
thai the represerrtatiun o
been sfU'i'ird from all of the
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PAULING: END ARMS INSANITY
Nobel Laureate Blasts
Reagan Administration

Note/ Lawmilt Pamtiitg addrmm &,R.O. cmfd at ViiUnovc.

LAW REVIEW BOUNCES BACK
by Scott Fc^y
The Villanova Law Review is currently
faced with a tough challenge. This year's
staff must complete the two issuesleftover
from last year and move m td complete
their own volume on schedule. Tom
Spencer, the current Editor-in-Chief of the
Law Review, is optimistic that hisstaff can
meet the challenge. "Everybody's been
working very hard," Spencsr says. "The
second issue of last year's volumewas out a
few weeks ago. andIssue N3-4shouki beout
very shortly. The first issue of volume 30.
which is our volume, should be out some
time in March only about a month behind
schedule."
According to Spencer, a couple of prob' >t year that contributed
_ in the production schewho was suMoeed to apin the 198 i Law SchoCH Symposium
1 the
d an article for the
of the Law Review. The staff delayrt
publication hoping tl^
article by th
the article m
was also f<H
year. The printer i
to publish the Law Review fokied. now
each manuscript must be sent to a put^
lisher in Nebraska.
The faculty and the administration do
not appear to be overiy worried about the
slack in the Law Review's production sche
dule. Dean Murray remarked. "Thereis no
law review in the United States that is not
somewhat behind-" The Dean expressed
confidence in theability of thecurrent staff
to pick up the slack frt>m previous issues.
Several faculty members alsoshared in the
view that it is not at all unusual for a law
seview to fall behind in productkm.
Publishing five Issues a year is not an
easy task for any staff. Most law sdtools in
the country publish only four. To meet the
immense demands o( their production
schedule, the staff begins work early in the
summer. By the time classes start in the
fall, much of the groundwork for the first
two issues has already beei covered. New

SS

comers to the Law Review spend much of
their lime checking sources and proofread
ing. They are alsorequired to write a20-25
page casenote anda shorter casebrief onan
issue addressed by the Third Circuit Court
of Ai^ieals. Associate Editors write "com
ments," while many third year members
have the option to draft a comment or a
casenote. The materia) which finally ap
pears in each addition is roughly s{riit be
tween that of outside authors fincluding,
occasionally members of theVillanova Law
Schod faculty) and the w(^k of student
authors. Villanova, unlike other law
schools, solicits material for puUtcation.
According to Spencer, many contributors
appreciate the fact that the Law Review
expresses a continued interest in their
work.
Along with the publication of the Law
Review, the staff sponsorsa sympottium in
the Spring on a special topic of law. This
year's topic will be Federal Rules in Evi
dence. A panel of several experts, chaired
by Prof. Packel, will present papers on the
topic in an eventopen to the entire commu
nity. These papn^ will later appear in the
spedal Symposium issue of the Law ReAs if publicatim of five Issues of the Vil
lanova Law Review is not a bigi
in itself, the idea for asecond.
currently being discussed among the fa
culty. The kieafor a second,specialiied law
(oumal was the product of Dean Murray.
Although still only a topic for debate. Dean
Murray feels a second journal will give
more students the opportunity to partici
pate in in-depth legal research and writing,
an activity he described as a 'uniquely
educational experience." "The process of
legal research, dining Into every crevice
a^ coming up with new ideas and new
ways to express those ideas, can be very
satisying for a student." theDean says. "A
student may come up with a new idea that
may advance the current thought in an en
tire area of the law. It will bean Invaluable
experience, a deep pocket from which to
draw later on in one's career."
(C«ntiniud on pagt 7)

toy Michacl McGrath
Students, faculty, and members of the
community packed rooms 29 and 30 on
Monday, November 12 tolisten to two time
Nobel Laureate Linus Pauling deliver a
speech eititled "Nuclear ArmsContnrf and
World Peace; What theFuture Holds."The
International L<iw Society sponsored Paul
ing's appearance in conjunction with the
Law School.
In his speech, Pauling sharidy criticized
the participation of theUnited States inthe
arms race. He argued that the destructive
potential of nuclar war posed too substan
tial a risk to continue thearms race. Healso
scoMed the Reagan Administratis for its
rhetoric and conduct, chargii^ that it had
exacerbated tensk>ns in the International
community.
Dean John E. Murray. Jr gave Dr. Paul
ing a warm introduction. Pauling, a re
nowned chemist a'nd peace activist,
received a bachelor of science degree in
chemistry from Oregon State University,
and received his doctoratefrom the Califor
nia Institute of TechtioloKy. He has also
received more than thirty honorary de
gree.
Pauling was awarded theNobel Prise for
Pace in 19^ forhis role in bringingabout
the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty between the
United States and the Soviet Union. In
19S3 Pauling was awarded theNobel Price
for Chemistry for his work in that field.
In 1970. Paullrtg gained Interrtational
attentkm when he asserted that massive
doaes of Vitamin C could cure thecommon
cxM. Later, he said the substance could
help cure otherills, inchiding cancer.That
contention is still a sub^ of controversy.
Pauling began by expressing his cwfidenc« that we live in an era when war will
not occur. At the same time, he noted that
an accidcnt thtf the authorities couki not
cmtrol could wipe out the entire human
Describing the present as an especially
crucial point, Pauling said that he had ex
pected that before the recent presidential
electwn. President Reagan woukl an
nounce that his policy of accelerating the
United Stats' build-up of nuclear weapons
had farced the Soviet Union to thebargain
ing table. "As it turned out. hedidn't have
to," said Pauling, indirectly cnnmenting
on the fact that the current stalemate be
tween the U.S. andthe Soviet Union did not
adversely affect Presklent Regan's recent
reelection. Avoiding direct criticismof Rea
gan. Dr. Paulitig maintained that "Rea
gan's solution Is to replace some of his
irrational advisors."
Pauling discussed the changing percep
tions concerning life on earth after a nu
clear war. "We feel uncertain about what
the afterrnath would be like. We do not
know whether the fallout would subse
quently eliminate the rest ot the human
Pauling then mentkined the concept of
the "nuclear winter," which scientists
have discussed recently. A recent issue of
the Atlanticexplored this themy in detail.
It suo^s the possibility that thedust and
smdce and particles p^uced by a nuclear
blast mi^t be voluminous enou^ to cut
off for several months thesunlit that the
receives, which would like result in
life forms on earth.
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Dr.l T.Vivian'vH.A.S.l.t Wi.rk
Thv IV;\.S.I.t.(BliHkAv-li..n
SlriU<-Ki<-s and lnf(>rni:ni<in Ci'iv
. |)roand I
irials
iliiii addre^
111 Diir
The diiy-lcing
vMirk>ho|) finUM-d IHI ihf tssui' of
blat'k vvhiit- rd<illiin> and Ihe
mijalive offti'l iif raosm, with a
ixinrl iiiniprlM-d <>f VI.S faculty,
-laff and •iiudi"ni>.
'I'luworkshiip
was
a

fi-aiuring diM-<i\vry-basfd k'arn
inK ihrou^h InitTix-rsona! IntiTac
iicin. Appniximait'K twcniy pantli«.is, all but f<iur nf which W'
s|i|)Msiirt-cl by \ar
• •r>{.ini/aii<)n>. participaicd..Jo
siudont partK'ipani!
and (
three
law
si'hiNil staff memlxT. The workshii|)siaru-d at 9 a.m. B>
the
isinelists were w ell inMtUed in an
al>M>rl)ing (for both audience and
ixiiieli eKploraiion of racial attiUides and inieriK-rsonal I'onfronlations. Throujjh a variety of
e.H'n iMs. such as responding lo
itr interprelinn retiirdings, ans
werint; questions and having lo
defend such answers, bi'irtg bom
Itardfd with statistics exposing
iheeffiitsof racial inwjuality. the
[Xiili'llsts were forei-d lo focus on
iIh' issues of racism and abandon
defense nuvhanisms and raiitmali/alions. The method is designed
to lead each ijariicijjant to exam
ine his or her own values, with
ihiaim thai each individual come
away with a Ix'tter undiTstandlng
of hisiir her own strengths and
weaknesses. The »<irkshop techni<|ues are also designed to help
ideniifv ihe causes of interracial
virile and hiuhlijihl the urgency
of ihe problem of racism.
t'irha|)s the hallmark of ihis

iivhiii(|iii'^v Ihi- I'lrmciit iif om
IriniiiilicHi. |>rt's>urin}j ihi- (Kirllc
iltaiil-- lo fiK'us. (<i Im' honcii. lo
r,v(iKni7.'i
and in our s<
I iif ihls method
(lie
;i racial "r<ile-re\tTsal.
wiih iht' while memlxTs irf lh(
X'rieneinn io a smal
tkiirci- ihf ' fii>lin(!of whal il is liki
. ..-lim of pressure. d<trra
and abuse, i.e.. uhai I
- like
e\ptTi
and leads to ihe insitiht that
racism hurts all of us. After
torcMiK ihi- ijiiriiclpanis to rtvoKnife the problem. Dr. Vivian
"rii-oiwiles" with each jjancllsl
individually, and then attempts to
work toward siraU'gies to fight
racism, increase motivation and
tdenlify solutions Jo help people
takeji^moreactive role in fighting
racism. The workshop also fos
lered an awareness of not only the
isMieof racism, but also of sexism
and oihvr iy|*-s of disiTirfinaiion
and lu-ijalive attitudes The sessiiin ended wilhiineof Dr. Vivian's
ass<oaies. providing racial atti
tude analvses tor each memb»'r of
the fuinel

I «hiib the iiudltT
and <j
s' (heir
. al)<>u
Kr.Vitisuiil workshop s|};ms -two full
days; I he workshop ai V.1..S. was
s»ak<ldo\v n to fii into a single
da>. » rappinjj up at alwui 7 p.m.
The Impaci <if the workshop.
Ih>weu'r. was not reduci-d.
B.A.S.I.C. has U-en conduciing
ihese workshops for corporations,
sihools. agcrkiesand oi her oi^an- fifUT
aff.- litig the racial altitude of
(i,()(K) p;ir(icipanis. Dr. VIv
with race
isiderably
iitlKc .'^His
cs includi1 the Civil Rights
lovement as a member of Dr.
lartin l.uthcr King's perstmal
arutive staff, as part of the nonoleni cl\ il rightsdcmonstraiions
Kirmingham and Selma. as
rector of various MK ial agcncies
id as consultant for labor, corirationsand students. Dr. Vivian
iContinued on page 61

Dean Says Let There Be Heat
by Steven P. Frankino, Dean
it is with pleasure thai I
annourne that the heatmg. u-niilalKin and air conditioning sysli-nisKif the Law Schmil will be
renovai*^ during the summer of
IW*t. The systems haxe not func
tioned satisfactorily for a number
of years and in the past year have
Ik-en oiTly partially functioning.
An extensive study of all mwhanical systems was undertaken last
year by STV Sanders & Thomas,
a national englnevring. architec
lural and planning firm from
"
'
' Their

semester the consultants have pt-riod. More significantly, it will
hriiught the plans to biddable IK- necessary to seal in the entire
spivifications. The bids for the eolli-ction of the law library This
HVAC system should b«'lei within Is re<iuired since one half of the
ihe next month.
.reading rcKim ceiling musi be
The [jiu Schiii>l building will
removi-d. air itinditiiming equip
I*' a construction site from the nicnt removed and new tttuipmeni
middle of May until ihe middle of insialled. and the ceilingreplaced.
.-\UKUSI. During lhat period of In order to pri-serve the aillection.
tinu' the contractor will direct the which is our most valuable phys
usage of the building. Sp«-cific ical asset, it will bi' necessary to
will r
be si-al il in such a wav that dust
tvailabk unill after the contract
and other debris from the
las iK-cn signed and we hav<' met
jclio
kill r
The
\ith the coniractor and work out
III be thai the
I consi ruction schedule. However. lihrarv will be closed and the
antk'i|>aie that there will be eolleciinn will IH> unavailable
' nal us<' i.f the Law Si'hool during the course of the
ises during ^he construction
.'hiteins with Ihe
purpost- of replacing the w indow s'
of C.arey Hall. It is anticipated
thai the windows will be replaced
ihai Ihe HVAC
ihos<-whowork and
Hallwillagrtvlhat
irilH-al syslents is
he Iniilding.
sure that all will
...I that the priijtvt
iniplctcd for the opening
I'sier in August.

Counseling Competition
l>v John Gambeficia
.Afivr thnr rounds of compeii
n involving t
ing ti
, Ihe VI.S Inter
wing
and Client Counst'hng Competilion has once again allowed siudeiits to bridge Ihe gap between
iheory and practice. Capitalizing
on thi' chance to develop one of
the core skills in lawyering, some
lifty-eight students competed in
the UKKI interview ing and coun
M'ling competition.
"This year's entire program
was very comp«-iitlve. and all Ihe
teams made a fine showing in.
their Inlerviews." said Dean
(larl>arin<i. faculty axirdinator of
the eompetilion. IVan (iarbarino
explained thai both alumni and
taculty membt-rs act as judges in
the opening rounds, while the
final round is judged by alumni
with expiTt knowledge of the
iinderKing issues in the problem.
On February lit>, with iheir
adrenaline running high, ihree
learn- entered the final round of
eoniiK'IilioM. The team members
included: Team "1; Mike (iaiantino I '5K)i and Angelo Onofrio i 'W);
Team "2: Michael Mulligan I'Wi
and Kevin Mulh<'rn ('Wi: and
l-i ani «:t- BobHuberrvtlHandJIm
LiKosat'^KIi
TIK- final verdict was In favor
ol Team 02. Mike Mulligan and
Kev in Mulhearn. "Kevin and I are
very fortunate lo gel this far in
ihi' compt-tiiion, and hope lo do
as well in theoulsidecomp»'iilion
when we ft'present Villanova I^w
School in the Naiional Client
Interviewing and Counseling
CiiniiH-tinon." said Michael
•Mulligan.
Ikil) HuU-r, SBA president and
l?*Nl<iiinix-Iilion finalist. SI rvHiglv
riH'ommend-s lhat 21.'s who par
Di'ipaied this year parlH'ipaie
nexl vear. Huht-r also eni'ourag<'s
, li;> who will Ix- 2l."s next year
to pjmicipalc- "It really helps the
-ludenl get sume practical e\pe
rieili-e while in law si-hool as a
-ludcnt. and as a future aiti>riH'y:

it exposes the student to a real
life siluatkin." s;ud Huber.
finalist Angelo Onofrm also
Ix'lieves the i-ompeiitlon is mosi
helpful to the sludent wanting a
practkal side of law schtK>l. Ono
frio Ix-licved lhat the judges
criti(|ue of Ihe interview was an
intrical im'rt of the competilion.
"It gave us theopporiunity lo see
where ihe team was stnmg and
what we nifd to work on; the
criil(|ue Is verv important in the
learning prtxt-ss of the itimpetitioii." said Onofrio.
The thnv alumniludges for Ihe
final round of competilion were
expiTi in every way. The distin
guished alumni judges for the
HWIlconipt-tiinin included: Veron
ica (t. Kayne, Esq. of King &
Spalding. Washington. D C.;
Michael J. Imi. Esq. of Cozen &
O'Conner. Philadelphia. PA; and
Barry H. Feinberg. President, Silo
Ine. The judges all agreed thai the
competition was also "helpful lo
ihem" htvause it gave them a
chance lo review the basics of
clleni interviewing.
The format of the compelititwi
wa- a thirty minuie interview of
the client, followed bv a ten
inmute distussion of the client's
|)rol)leni betwirn the attorneys.
.Mter a brief evaluatuin among
thetnseUes. the judges then dis
cussed and cm iqued i he students'
ix-rformancesdir*vtlv with ihem.
The alumni judges offered very
helpful advice in ap)M'ixichingand
ciwducting an ink-rv lew.and each
apix-ared to have some basic rules
Ms. Kay le siresst-d the nir-d to
aitornev client t»;ia
enable full dlMl<«^un'
I's problem. She also
'appiiig the tails will
the clieni
hing w hi<-h mav have hirn mlsiiod.alk'w ihe.ilent tofillthe ga|>s, and show the client
LI know the Ixisk story. Ms.
viu- also stress*^ ihe need to
fOmtixHrd im pagr til
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'Tort, Equal Rights Amendment, Judge Wapner.
The People's Court! Roe vs. Wade??
Depositions...arbitrations. Divorce Court!
Private practice... Rusty the Bailiff commercial litigation.
Griswold v Connecticut attorney, counselor
Personal Injury. Alimoriy LA. Law"
"Arriba arriba, andole andole. Dos Equis!
Speedy Gonzalez...Acapulco...Tequila.
Margaritas nachos! The 3 Amigos. Ole. Nachos
and Cheech & Chong. Cancun. Ricky Ricardo salsa?
Juan Valdez. Puerto Vallarta, fajitas.
The Nina, The Pinta, The Santa Maria. Siesta or fiesta?
Ricardo Montalban."
"Someone v The State of California. Paralegals,
beneficiaries, and heirs. Brown v Board of Education.
The Bar!?! Mergers. Partnerships. Kramer vs. Kramer...
Associates. Verbatim. To Kill a Mockingbird. Due
process of law. Court Reporter Doug Llewelyn.
The Paper Chase."

Hearsay from Law School Night
at Marita's.
Special Discounts for Law Students with Proper ID,
Every Wednesday at 10 p.m.
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610-12 Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr • 527-8989

Slapster

(Continued from page 12)

to zing 'em next year! (If next year
isn't this year.)
The puzzle, though, isn't that
players keep demanding things
like arbitration to get them more
money. It's that more money is
always forthcoming. When Von
Hayes signed a contract extension
to stay down in the basement with
the Phils until the mid-90s,
sportswriters gawked in amaze' ment at Hayes' $2.75 mil per
annum pay packet. Barely six
months later, Hayes is looking like
a K-Mart blue light special. Player
after player seems to be securing
contracts running three million
plus per year. Three conclusions
may flow from this:
1) Baseball players are in a
growth market.
2) Being a baseball owner must
mean a license to print money if
they can afford to toss such multiK K's to their players.
3) My mother should be made
to feel extremely guilty today for
always having called me in from
playing ball with my friends to
study so I could do well in school,
get into a good college, go to law
school and achieve financial wellbeing, instead of letting me stay
out there on the diamond honing
my curve ball. Mom never was one
for reading the writing on the
dugout wall.
The only real competition for
player talent comes from the other
owners. Japan is a long way away
for most ballplayers, and Japanese
teams are restricted by league
rules to a maximum of two Amer
icans on a team. There are Mex
ican and South American leagues,
but baseball south of the border
for American players gives a new
meaning to the term "Yankee go
home." So without any outside
competition (aside from the battle

for the services of Bo Jackson),
why don't the owners keep their
pay scale to a human scale?
Simple — two reasons: greed,
and they can afford it. On one
hand, greed is understandable in
the sense that the owners want
to bring winning teams t(^ their
fans (tran^ate: increase attendnace and get a share of the playoff
receipts). On the other hand,greed
speaks to the owners inability to
exercise restraint. How else could
you explain teams giving up
millions of dollars to sign secondrate bench-warmers just because
they are free agents? I mean,
Robin Yount was and may still be
a fine player, but would you pay
him a salary which could buy at
auction a Picasso original plus a
Matisse, with enough left over to
buy well over sixteen thousand oil
paintings of Elvis on black velvet?
(The oil paintings are on black
velvet, not Elvis.) The ego of these
owners — people who are used to
going out and getting what they
want — feeds into the spiral of
salaries. Oh, well, at least it's not
collusion. Hovv can the owners
afford it? Cable and commercial
television execs have determined
that baseball affords them a
perfect programming tool: ^ each
team gets to bat in an inning, nine
innings in a game, figure it out
for yourself — no less than eight
een opportunities to show three
minute blocks of commercials,
and that doesn't count extras
during pitchingchanges and extra
inning games. The game has an
almost timeless pace. Sponsors
love this timeless pace, because
sometimes it goes soooo slooowly,
it makes their commercials look
interesting by comparison. And
we all know who ends up footing
the bill for advertising budgets, in
the form of a few extra pennies
added onto the price of consumer
products ... (those of you who

COUNSELOR
AT LARGE

guessed "the players""— nice try, Dear C.L.,
but symmetry loses out here to the
I'm the youngest of five children
old adage "The shit hits the in my family. All my brothers and
fans").
sisters are married and have person. But if you don't feel like
But the fans keep coming. The families. So now the pressure is explaining, don't feel compelled to
sense of betrayal never does on. Everyone in my family (espe do so. Simply shrug ambiguously
penetrate the fan's consciousness cially my grandmother) is waiting and steer the conversation to
like the nasal spray advertised for me to take the plunge. It's another topic.
between innings, the blatant getting to the point that I hate
disregard of the players and going to family get-togethers Dear C.L.,
owners for the fans' interest never because every aunt, uncle and
Did you ever notice that third
does amount to a hill of beans in cousin I speak to starts asking years walk very quickly through
this crazy world. Wouldn't it be personal questions and implying the halls, second years walk
great if after the owners and that there's something wrong somewhat slower, and first years
players hash out their respective with me. It's not that I'm anti- walk slowest of all? What's the
differences, the fans just all marriage, I just don't see the point explanation for this phenomenon?
Close Observer
ignored them and their game. in rushing it. How do I get these
(Yes, one becomes keenly aware people off my back?
when there's a strike or a lockout
O.K. Alone Dear Close,
It should be obvious to you.
that its their game, not ours.)
First years carry all their books,
Attendance, ticket sales, television Dear O.K.,
supplements and instructors'
ratings all diminished to the point
Even though those people can
materials every day, whether or
of non-profitability as an after be very bothersome, understand
not they have one of those classes
effect of the strike, hitting both that they are only concerned for
on a particular day. First years
sides where it really hurts: the your happiness. But remember
players in the ego and the owners also that they don't really know also often study while walking
in the pocketbook. And wouldn't what's best for you. As long as
between classes. Second years
it be great if we won the lottery, you're secure in your choices only carry the books they need foF
classes on that day. Third years,
and all had a six-pack of Keystone (even the temporary ones), you
beer, and ... I digress.
however, rarely carry their books.
should be able to grin and bear
In fact, third years often don't buy
Arbitration, is an interesting the well-meaning busybody. The
issue, but back to the thesis. In next time someone asks why
their books. This not only saves
the final analysis, the only reason you're not married, you could
money. It also increases hallway
speed, allowing for greater time
for the lockout is control. The explain that the time isn't right,
owners want to put it to the or that you haven't met the right
in the caf and vending room.
players, to strike their union
before it strikes them. The players
have the advantage, and want to
press it. The fans are mere bys
people argue about in bars, they to be on the tops of their heads.
tanders to this power struggle. are the ones whose signatures It's the fans, guys. Without the
They can only look at their spring appear on gloves in sporting goods fans, you too could find yourselves
training schedules, cancellations stores, they are the ones they sunning yourselves under 250mounting like so many unused show on this week in baseball. watt bulbs on your own bath
ticket stubs. The fans who are The owners, conversely, hold that towels in Sugartown Mews. Play
spectators are not watching a they are the reason baseball your games on the field; you
game between two teams, but one exists. They are the ones who put control the national pastime, the
between the players and the the team together, whocontrol the game of Mom and apple pie and
owners. In the players' collective trademarks and logos, who pub cracker jacks and seventh-inning
opinion, they are the reason licize, who advertise, who hire the stretches and furry mascots and
baseball exists. They are the players, who bring in the fans, exploding scoreboards. It's a big
talent. They are the ones kids buy who put the product on the pie, with plenty of pieces to go
bubblegum cards of, they are the market. It's true that both sides around. Try not to let it hit you
ones who have statistics that have points. Those points happen in the face.
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BAR 1-90 CDA

WeVe Just Taken The
Guessw^Out Of Bar Review
With Our Exclusive
ComiMitcr Diuanosfic Anah«is!

(CHA)

4 Levels of Analysis!
ntil now, studying for the bar exam has been
a guessing game for many students. Now,
Kaplan-SMH not only teaches you the law and
gives you lots of practice, we analyze your
practice by computer and give you detailed
diagnostic printouts showing which subjects
need more study!
Your CDA report will be based on 800 questions
you will answer during your Kaplan-SMH Bar
Review course. This unique diagnostic tool is
FREE to all Kaplan-SMH Course Takers!

u,.

Your overall performance on the subjects tested
on the Multistate and most State exams;
Constitutional Law, Criminal Law, Evidence,
Contracts, Property and Torts;
Your performance by subject on these subjects;
^^Your performance by major subtopics; and
Your performance by subtopics (e.g., Individual
Rights: Obscenity) with references to our text for

Sample Level 3 Report

*>r'«

'•

r;.
•

- -

;

To Learn More About the CDA, See Your Campus Rep or Call:
^ ^STANLEYH.

rc;^. - c-'t .
.
. -I

... •!.
J.
'

r-N
-

i^*

niKAPlAN-SIVlH
^ IBAR REVIEW SERVICES
(800] KAP-TEST

[800] 343-9188
©1990 Kapian-SMH
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(SPORTS
VLS Hoops: Wreck & Rack Roll On
by The Doctor

As of spring break, only two
teams remained undefeated in the
VLS intramural basketball league:
Ramblin' Wreck and Nice Rack.
Both the Wreck and the Rack
overcame injuries to key starters
in their unblemished campaigns.
The Wreck lost starting forward
Mike Burns with a broken arm
midway through the season in a
hard fought win over gritty B&A.
Meanwhile, starting power for
ward Jim Rolfing never played a
minute for Nice Rack due to severe
back problems which may have
ended his hoops career. Neverthe
less, both teams made due with
what they had left, and rolled to
the top of their divisions.
The standings at the end of
regular season intraconference
play were as follows:

C.J. Conference

* Ramblin' Wreck
*B& A
* Happy B-day G-pa
Tortfeasors
Bricks
Cheesy Leftovers
D.LL.L.LG.A.F.
Death Before Dec.

Mel Conference

7-0
6-1
5-2
3-4
3-4
2-5
2-5
0-7

* Nice Rack
-6-0
* Casual Dogs
6-1
* Net Worth
5-1
Wrongful Death
4-3
Horiz. Leapers
3-4
Hackers
2-5
Nothin' But Net
1-6
Rule Agst. Perim.
0-7
* denotes playoff teams
There is only only intraconfer
ence game remaining, and it's a
big one. It pits undefeated Nice
Rack against Net Worth, with the
Mel Conference regular season
championship hanging in the
balance. A win by the Rack would
give it the undisputed conference
title, while a win by Net Worth
would create a three-way tie at the
top of the standings.
Nice Rack is coming off one of
the biggest wins in its existence,
a 45-44 upset victory over Casual
Dogs. The Rack held the Dogs to
their lowest scoring output of the
season by far — the Dogs were
averaging 86 points per game
going into the game — due prim
arily to strong rebounding and a
box-and-one defense that stifled
the dangerous Mike Owen for
most of the game. Lance Nelson,
who has now asserted himself as
the best all-around player in the
league, once again dominated the
paint and led the Rack in scoring.
But it was a 15-foot baseline
jumper by Ralph ("Ice water in my
veins") Mauro with just 16
seconds remaining that sealed the
win for the Rack.
Nice Rack's off-season acquisi;
tions of Ralph Mauro and Chuck
Curley have proved to be the best
free agent signings of the year.
Curley's streak shooting was at
its best in the Rack's victory over
Wrongful Death Machine, and
Mauro proved to be the difference
in the win over Casual Dogs.
Those two players have brought
to the Rack the additional scoring
punch that it needed to compete
with the league's elite. Not as
much can be said for the other free
agent acquisitions that occurred
over the off-season. Ramblin'
Wreck only marginally improved
itself with the addition of forward
Kathy Sweet and point guard
Mike Davis. Sweet has seen limit
ed meaningful time and as a result
has never been able to find her
shooting touch. Davis has played
well, but his presence may have
been counterproductive as rumors
circulated about his stormy rela
tionship with the team's other
point guard, Mike Fagan. The
Davis/Fagan scenario seems to
parallel the Cheeks/Jackson prob
lem that the New York Knicks

have just uncovered. Like the
Knicks, the Wreck and its man
agement have downplayed the
whole siutation, but those in
attendance for Wreck games
couldn't help but notice the ten
sion. It remains to be seen whether
this issue will become a factor
when the Wreck faces tougher
competition in the playoffs.
The lowlight of the season was
provided by some of the first year
teams. Their incessant complain
ing to the referees became the talk
of the league early on in the year.
The constant crying achieved
nothing, and in one memorable
game between Ramblin' Wreck
and B&A that the league com
missioners would rather soon
forget, referee Marc Rollo handed
out technical fouls to B & A like
diplomas on graduation day. From
my vantage point up in the box,
it appears that the referees have
done an admirable job this year,
which makes the behavior of
certain first year players even
more disgraceful. Complaining is
one thing, whining and harassing
is another. (Right, Frank?)
On a brighter note, it is my
opinion that the league commis
sioners have done a tremendous
job this season. Attendance is up,
and forfeited games reached an
all-time low this year. This
increased enthusiasm for the
league is a direct result of con
scientious planning and schedul
ing on the part of Commissioners
-Rollo and Nelson. In addition, the
Commissioners' office has placed
a premium on promoting the
league through weekly updates of
standings as well as periodic
postings of league rankings and
all-star voting. (One of the most
commendable acts of the Commis
sioners was renaming the confer
ence after long-time fans Mel and
C.J.) All of this has culminated in
a trouble-free, enjoyable season.
While it can hardly be said that
there is parity in the league this
year, there have been some sur
prises and disappointmentSi^One
team that must be considered a
surprise is Net Worth (formerly
In The Ghetto). This talented
bunch of scrappers has compiled
a 5-1 record, qualified for the
playoffs, and has a chance to end
the regular season tied for the
conference
championship.
Nobody, including me, gave this
team much of a chance in the pre
season, but Net Worth has shown
that third-year pride should never
4>e taken for granted. Another
team with that same pride is Nice
Rack. Frankly, I did not believe
that the Rack would gel as a team
in enough time to be at a level
where they could knock off Casual
Dogs. (Although, to my credit, I
did state that the Rack would give
the Dogs a run for the conference
championship.) The Rack remind
me of the Sixers: No one, except
the players themselves, believes
that they can go all the way, yet
the Rack continues to beat tough
teams. And in the small world of
VLS hoops, Lance Nelson domi
nates and carries his team in
much the same manner that
Charles Barkley does in the NBA.
At the top of my disappointment
list stands Wardell Sanders and
Happy
Birthday
Grandpa.
Although I predicted that Grandpa
would not overtake Ramblin'
Wreck for the conference title, I
did expect a better season from
this team. After cruising to a 50 record against the weak teams
in the C.J. conference, Grandpa hit
a brick wall, losing badly to both
B&A and Ramblin' Wreck. In
both losses, the team looked flat
and disorganized. If this team is
to do any damage in the playoffs,
it has to regroup, and most impor
tantly, Sanders must look to his

own skills, and not to the officials,
in reasserting himself as one of
the dominant players in the
league. Another disappointing
team was Wrongful Death
Machine. WDM is made up of
some of the most talented players
in the first year class, including
sleek swingman Steve Corr, yet
this team just never got it going.
Instead of playing as a team,
WDM always seemed to be a
group of disjointed individuals
with no game plan. This lack of
cohesion, alongwith an unhealthy
disposition towards blaming
things on the officials instead of
on themselves, has landed WDM
out of the playoffs.
Fred and Ethel Mertz hit the picket lawnchairs.
Speaking of the playoffs. Com
missioners Rollo and Nelson have
informed me that the playoffs will
be structured as follows. Three
teams from each conference will Lookout for Lockout
the owners decided to lock the
advance to the playoffs. The top
Before The Slapster can talk
players out this spring. A spring
team in each conference will get
intelligently about this year's
without spring training. Like a
a bye in the first round of the baseball lockout, he has to vent. day without sunshine? A rebel
playoffs. In that first round, the Bear with me for a paragraph.
without a cause? Something like
second place team will play the Players: what the hell are you
that, anyway. While this failed to
third place team in its conference, thinking about? Every damn one
make the headlines in Eastern
with the winner advancing to play of you seems to be a millionaire, Europe, in America this is a big
the first place team in the second with salaries going up faster than story. Good thing those commies
round. The winners of the second skyscrapers taller than Philadel had the sense to thaw the cold war
round games will play in the final phia City Hall, endorsements in the winter rather than opting
championship game. As I reported more lucrative than ever, and paid for the proper seasonal analogy of
earlier, all playoff games will be
tens of thousands of dollars in per the spring, or we wouldn't have
played on the short courts this
diem money to spend February found out about it until next
year.
and March in Florida. You, think
hockey season. Yet here we stand,
Before the playoffs start, how
you have problems? Try spending on the verge of a spring with
ever, each team will play two spring break of your third year nothing to do in Port St. Lucie,
interconference games. These under a two-hundred-and-fifty Florida but make fun of the city's
games will not count toward the watt bulb on a bath towel in your name, and we must ask ourselves
standings, but rather will be Sugartown Mews living room why, or at least fill this column
exhibition games. In addition, because that's all the vacation you with related speculation.
three days prior to the first round can afford, then you can talk to
Let's look at some of the issues.
of the playoffs, the league all-star me about how undervalued you Not too many, since the crux of
game will be held. One player frohi ^ are and how the owners are taking thisdispute has nothing to do
each team will be selected to advantage of you! Owners: talking with issues. It's really about
represent his/her team on the about how the players are bleeding control. Minimum salary? The
conference's all-star team. (I
you dry — you have a pipeline of owners are willing to go up to the
should say that I endorse the
cable and network television $100,000 minimum the players
commissioners' decision to place
money, millions of fans pouring seek. Pension benefits? They can
only one player from each team
through the turnstiles, concession work something out, but why
on the all-star teams. This game
and parking money, plus you get should players who make a million
is designed to be fun, and this
to sit wherever you want. We law dollars a year really care about
selection format assures that it
students are thousands and thou pension benefits? Free agency?
will be just that.) Immediately
sands of dollars in debt, and we Free lunch. Collusion? Delusion.
preceding the all-star game, there
have to sit according to seating Salary caps? Mushroom caps.
will be a three-point shooting
charts. (Well, actually, only the Astroturf? Astrojetson. Fill in the
competition, in which all players
first year...) If it's so tough being blank, it really almost doesn't
are invited to participate. Howev
an owner, why not just sell out? matter what they disagree about.
er, as a practical matter, the threepoint competition must be limited
to only so many contestants,
therefore if you are interested in
competing please notify either
Marc Rollo or Lance Nelson as
soon as possible. The schedule for
the interconference games, allFunny, even though there's a long just that they disagree. The first
star game, and the playoffs has line of suitors willing to pay $50 rule of arguing is that you can't
been posted in the main corridor.
million price tags and up, you have a good dispute if you don't
, Finally, it is time to announce
don't seem to be bled dry enough disagree.
the Doctor's all-start team. I have
to sell. Okay, enough venting, let's
One legitimate point of conten
watched over 40 games this season
talk lockout.
tion is when a player should be
from the press box, and I have
The 1990 baseball season may eligible for arbitration. The play
determined that the class of the not happen until 1991, or at least
ers want eligibility after two
league is as follows:
well after April showers have years, the owners want three
FIRST TEAM: Lance Nelson, brought May flowers, or May years of major league standing
Mike Burns, Wardell Sanders, flowers have brought June bugs. before allowing a player to go to
Chris Wasson and Bill Thornton. Or the 1990 baseball season may arbitration. This may seem like
SECOND TEAM; Steve Eisen- .start with only minor delay. Then an insignificant difference, but in
hardt, Mike Owen, Scott Price, again, it may start with only
practical cash terms, it can have
Steve Corr and Dave Green.
minor leaguers. The only thing we an enormous impact on a team's
HONORABLE MENTION: Har know for sure is that when all the payroll. Case in point: Todd Benry DiDonato, Tom Robertson, dust settles around the negotiat zinger and Paul O'Neill, both of
Pete Dawson, Jon Kuhn, Chris ing table, and the dust starts whom play for the Cincinnati
Lewis, Ed Devine and Chuck flying around the basepaths, the Reds. Both are approximately the
Curley.
only ones who this strike will
same age, and their career stats
And my vote for the league's count against are the fans. Yes, are nearly identical in all offensive
categories: batting, home runs,
Most Valuable Player goes to the Slapster is well aware that
RBIs, games played. One makes
Lance Nelson of Nice Rack. Nelson this sounds like whining, but
has made a believer out of all those • more to the point, it sounds like about $325,000 for two years, the
who have played with or against the truth. The players' union, other nearly $900,000. What's the
difference? Benzinger has played
him. (If you have ever had the having won many victories over
pleasure of trying to stop Nelson the last two decades which have slightly less than three years in
the bigs, while O'Neill has just
down in the low post, you know changed the face .of the sport,
over three years of major league
what I mean.) While Wasson, seeks to strengthen its upper
Thornton, Sanders and Owen are hand, while the owners want to service — which means he was
all great players, I do not believe grab the knot of the bat handle eligible for arbitration this year.
That's a cool half a million added
that anyone of them has both the once and for all. The players had
to the payroll. Don't worry, Ben
inside and outside game that the threat of a late season strike,
Nelson does. Well, until next time, meaning serious pressure on the
zinger. You should really be able
you can find me behind the three owners to save face and fisc by
point line.
giving in. To counter that gambit.

The Slapster

In the final analysis, the only reason for
the lockout is control.

